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Welcome to the first ever issue of Makarelle!
Lockdowns are ugly things. Pandemics are horrific.
We are three very different women from various
parts of the UK, each with our unique writing style,
each with our own challenges. In the search for
hope and wisdom, we turned to the good book and there we found guidance in the words of Douglas Adams:
“The answer to the great question...of Life, the Universe and Everything...is...forty-two.”
Well, we put the ’Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’
down and decided to launch a magazine instead.
We had just completed an MA in Creative Writing,
and when the course was over, we felt bereft. We
missed that structure, the writing to themes, to
strict word limits and deadlines. Creativity is a life
affirming act – and in a moment of clarity we realised not only that writing was our life raft - but
there was plenty of room on that raft for others.

Makar [ˈmækər]

beautiful imagery, passionate poetry, fascinating
short stories. Our fellow writers and visual artists,
Lydia and Wendy, helped us tirelessly with the difficult task of selecting the pieces that would make it
into the magazine.

Makarelle [ˈmækərɛl]
Name of a wonderful new independent literary magazine
Meaning: a bunch of creative women who came together
and created a platform for aspiring writers, poets and visual artists.

And here we are, it’s a thing of beauty, this first issue, and we hope you love it as much as we do. By
the time you read this, we are already planning the
summer issue of Makarelle. Keep an eye out for the
new theme, which will be revealed shortly on
Makarelle.com.
In 2022 we are planning to publish an anthology
with your favourite pieces from the magazine.
Help us spread the word – and welcome on board
of Makarelle!

Noun, Scots
Meaning: a creative artist, a poet

And what happens when women set their minds to
something? Shit gets done, that’s what. Within a
short amount of time, we had a website, social media presence, a registered company, a name, a
theme for our first issue. We didn’t want to discriminate based on age, gender, race etc. Only one thing
mattered to us: If you are human, if you have talent
and something to say, we’d love to see your work.

Dini, Jane and Ruth

elle [ɛl]
Pronoun, French
Meaning: she

A call for submissions on the theme of “Coming Unravelled” went out on social media, and within a
very short amount of time we were inundated with
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Coming Unravelled
unravel [ˌən-ˈra-vəl]
verb, English, from the Dutch word ‘ontrafelen’
Meaning: a) to untangle, b) to come apart by the seams (to lose it or to
lose one’s mind or composure, be close to collapse) c) to resolve or
clear up a mystery
If there was ever a time to come unravelled, this
past year was it - bringing with it a pandemic, political unrest, global warming, a sharp rise in anxiety
and depression, relationship breakdowns and domestic violence. Some of us have lost loved ones,
some have been sick and some of us were lucky
enough to just find ourselves bored senseless.
We’ve seen social media posts from parents who,
trying to juggle full-time employment with homeschooling their offspring, were hiding in cupboards,
a bottle of gin for company. We clicked ‘like’ under
countless photos of homemade breads and handknitted socks – we even posted some ourselves! At
one point, we ran out of toilet paper.
But if we’re honest, Lockdown wasn’t the first time
any of us have come unravelled, and it won’t be the
last. To our surprise, we learned that unravelling is
not necessarily a bad thing. We can unravel a mystery, our genetic heritage, we can unravel the various threads that pulled our marriage close to the
edge of a cliff – and use that knowledge to save the
relationship. Therefore, we decided to expand our
theme to cover the broadest possible range of ways
to ‘unravel’.
We were looking for anything from a piece of creative non-fiction about the unravelling of self to the
physical unravelling of a piece of art and we were not disappointed. Submissions covered every possible
interpretation of the theme.

You, dear reader, are in for a treat.
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Writing Is My Lifeline
Editorial by R.E. Loten
I’ve written several blog posts on my own website
and delivered a talk about the links between my
writing and my mental health and now more than
ever, it seems important to share that with a wider audience. One of the things I’ve learned over
the various lockdowns is the impact that knowing
someone else is struggling in the same way you
are, can have on your emotions.
Superficially, I share a lot of my life
through my blog and other social media sites,
however, I find it difficult to reach out for help
when I’m genuinely struggling and it’s then that I
turn to writing. I don’t mean I write specifically
about how I’m feeling or that I churn out streams
of angst-ridden poetry and prose – it’s more complicated than that. The things worrying me come
out as themes in my writing and it’s rarely a conscious process by which this happens. Often it’s
only much later when I read back over it that I can
see what I’ve done. When my sister died I was just
starting the piece that became my Masters dissertation and the end result was a very dark piece
about death and deception, with irredeemable
characters and a very bleak ending. When –
months later – I edited it, I realised it was a pretty
accurate reflection of how I’d been feeling at the
time. I’d spent months worrying there was something wrong with me because I didn’t seem to be
grieving in quite the same way as the rest of my
family, but when I read what I’d written during
that time, it was all there on the page in front of
me. My emotions were there in black and white.
It wasn’t that I hadn’t grieved, I’d simply expressed it in a different form.
During the lockdowns I’ve found it incredibly difficult to write. I find it hard to write odd
little bits here and there, preferring to sit down
for hours at a time and write solidly in complete
silence. With a husband and two children at
home, finding solitude, silence and time is almost
impossible. It doesn’t help that my neat and tidy
writing area has been invaded by a husband who
leaves his work all over my desk and a five year
old who has ‘decorated’ my bookcases with his
Makarelle
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drawings. My sanctuary has been invaded and I
don’t like it.

Photo by Ruth Loten

I realise all this makes me sound incredibly
selfish and I recognise that these are very definitely ‘first world’ problems. I have a roof over my
head, a loving family around me, food to eat and
my husband’s job is not under threat any more so
than usual. However, what all of this has made me
realise is how much emotional support I give to
my family and how the release I get from writing
enables me to do this. At the end of a day homeschooling the five year old, refereeing between
him and his brother and listening to my husband’s
work concerns, I am completely drained. Not only
do I not have the energy to write, I don’t have a
single creative thought in me. My anxiety is sky
high, I second guess everything I do, I worry about
unnecessary things and all I want to do is sleep,
but when I wake up I’m just as tired as when I
went to sleep. Lockdown is draining me of all
emotional fortitude and I’ve realised that it’s
writing that usually keeps my ‘support tank’
topped up.
However, on the odd occasion where I
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have been able to get some writing done – even if
it’s nothing more than a brief blog post or the edi-

torial for this edition of the magazine – I instantly
feel more like myself again. I’ve learned that as
corny as it sounds, writing is a part of me and depriving myself of that outlet is worse for me than
being locked away for weeks on end. It’s not the
being at home I struggle with, it’s the not being
able to write. Of course, recognising it doesn’t
provide a solution to the problem, but it does
mean I’m more aware that when things look their
bleakest, that’s the time I need to find half an
hour just to go and scribble something down. It
doesn’t have to be pages and pages and it doesn’t
have to be any good, it’s enough just to add a paragraph or two to my current novel or post a book
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review on my blog. The important thing is that
I’ve done something related to writing.
Some people cope with stress by exercising, others like to talk things through with friends
or family, for me I turn to my laptop and write.
Making time to do this isn’t selfish or indulgent,
it’s necessary to keep me on an even keel and is
no different to going out for a walk to clear my
head, which most people wouldn’t usually think
twice about doing. Writing is the way I sort out
how I feel about things, it makes me recognise
emotions, fears and joys I’m not even conscious of
having. It’s not a hobby, it’s part of who I am. It’s
how I express myself and it’s how I ask for help
without having to say the words ‘I need you.’ This
was perfectly illustrated during the first lockdown
when I was at absolute rock bottom. I wrote what
was intended to be a reflective, but not necessarily personal look at life in lockdown, but within half
an hour of me having posted it, my mother-in-law
had texted me to remind me she thought I was
doing a great job with her grandchildren and to
tell me she was there if I needed to talk. I hadn’t
intended to reach out for help, but unwittingly
that was exactly what I’d done and the response I
got was much needed.

Writing enables me to support my loved ones. It
keeps me tethered when I feel lost.

Writing is my lifeline.
***
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Paintings in egg tempera I
by Anne Hill, based on sculptures created by Brogan Burke
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Feature: Short Story—Fiction

Breath on the Glass
by Toby Goodwin

The window looks out on a quiet Glasgow
street. Rows of postcards line the windowsill.
Rows of tenements line the street. Cars punctuate it. It’s a wide room, peeling floral wallpaper
and wooden furniture. Hattie’s nose almost
touches the glass. She has rasping, unsteady
breath and grey hair in a loose ponytail. She
likes to keep the windows clean, but she cannae
reach the outside bit. Too afraid of popping that
hip out again. Well, she’s not afraid for herself.
She just knows what a hassle it would be for
Graham. He’s sitting in his armchair knitting.
“Stupit hobby” she’d said, when she unwrapped
the set their son Jimmy sent for her birthday. A
sweet boy, but the brains ae a cabbage. Doesnae
matter anyways; Graham was never one for
waste, so he took it up.
“If they boys at the pub could see you now”
she says, still looking out the window.
Graham snorts, “I may no live to see the inside ae anuthur pub, Hats.”
She snorts, the glass fogs up. She wipes it
Makarelle
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with a woolly sleeve, nice blue cashmere. Another gift, from Sandra. Hattie thinks the family
all feel guilty for not having seen them in so
long, but she doesn’t really mind. “Stiff upper
lip an aw that, Grams.”
“Pff, that’s the English. Nothing stiff goin
on here.”
“Yer tellin me.”
Graham laughs, “that’s mean.”
He knows she’s never serious. Too old to be
serious. They just had their gold two years ago,
but the thing about being elderly is that nothing’s about you anymore. Even your own anniversary. It’s for the family, everything’s for the
bloody family.
Christmas, Easter, whatever. Graham and
Hattie would rather be watching Noel Edmonds
on the TV. They both think he’s a wank, but
they still watch him.
“Anhin gawn on oot there?” Graham says.
He pulls a loop over the left needle and threads
Spring
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it through.
“There’s that wee buoy with his dug, horrible
hing. Big fat bastart.”
On the other side of the road one of the local
boys is taking the dog out for its evening shite. A
big Labrador-something cross.
“It’s no the dug’s fault,” Graham says. He’s
wearing that Old Spice aftershave. Always
wears it, even though they’ve not had company
in months.
“Aye, that’s right. It’s that Meryl. She lets
that daft wee bouy take care ae it. He wouldn’t
know his arse from his elbow.”
“Did I ever tell you about our Cathleen?” he
teases out another loop.
“Who’s that, fae the church?”
“Naw, growin up. My great-aunt Cathleen?
She was always a bit mad, ken?”
“Oh aye. What was it she did?”
“She named her dug ‘Piss’.”
“Naw she never.”
“Swear ae god, honestly. You’d see her running aboot Queen’s Park screamin; ‘Piss,
PISS!’”
She smiles, still not turning from the window. Graham continues with the gentle clicking.
The boy on the road is staring at his phone,
tugged mercilessly by that Labrador. Hattie cannae hear it, but she’s sure the dog’s making a
suffocating, panting noise. Stupit wean.
“Wan ae these days that dug’s gonnae pull
him into the road. He’s always on that bloody
phone,” she says.
“Aye, but you’ll be right there watchin to get
the ambulance.”
“Wheesht.”
The dog tugs the boy round the corner. The
skyline is sturdy, industrial. Gothic buildings
and smokestacks. Hattie sees all the streetlamps
begin to light up, as she does every night. Starting at the bottom of the road and working their
way out into the skyline. The one on the corner
flickers and then turns off. She doesn’t look, but
she knows Graham’s little glasses are hanging
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low on his nose, and he’s wearing that nice
waistcoat he got in London. He always was a
smart dresser though. One of the reasons she
went for him in the first place.
She was working at a dry cleaner near the
city centre, he was plumbing. A wee apprentice
to this older guy. What was his name? John,
Johnathan? She cannae mind, but Graham
came in after one of the washers flooded. He
was thin and tall, and he had an awkward gawkiness about him that she found endearing. The
job took a couple of days and they got chatting.
What was the line? He said something quite
rude, naw it was her. He made some error and a
pipe popped, spraying dirty runoff water all
down his front. Hattie came over and went “I
don’t want to alarm you, but you’ve got a bittie
something doon yer front there, pal.”
He asked her out at the end of the job, and
they went for a nice pub lunch down Candleriggs. He wore a sleek waistcoat.

Out on the street a bright light appears on the
corner. A blue Ford comes in a little fast for
Hattie’s taste. It gets to the parking bit and stops.
The car turns, but not quite enough. Forward,
pause. Turn, pause.
“Graham, look at this. Got oorsels a twelvepoint trick.”
Graham heaves himself out of the chair, putting his knitting on the arm. The car tries it
again, sticks, turns again.
“Shockin” he says, “isn’t that they Polish?”
“There’s nuhin wrang wi that, Graham.”
“I never said there was anything wrang wi
that.”
“Sounded like you were slagging em aff.”
The car stops. The headlights go out. Stalled.
It shudders and starts again.
“I wasnae slagging em aff,” he says.
“Wee, racist bam.”

“Racist indeed, where’d you hear that wan?”
“Your nephew was tellin me aww aboot it.
About time tae, they Polacks have had enough.”
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“I hink they’re fine young folks. You’re the
racistic one here, callin them Polacks.”
“Naw, I hink Polack’s fine.”
The car shunts forward again, turns slightly,
and then finally gets into the space. Albeit at a
bit of an angle. A couple get out of the car, clearly arguing about something. The man’s taller
with darker hair. He’s waving his arms about
dramatically.
“Mind when we used to argue lit that?”
Hattie says.
“I mind when you used to argue lit that.”

Graham and Hattie used to stay in a bigger
place in Shawlands, but after the kids went
away, they got a flat in Denniston. Cheaper,
more practical. Less space to clean. Only problem’s those stairs. It’s just one floor up, but the
pair of them are huffing and panting after a trip
to the shops. “Character building” Graham always said.
The street’s empty now. The sun almost
down. But then, four or five boys round the corner, wearing tracksuits and hoodies. One’s holding a bottle. Buckfast, she thinks. There’s always
a few cutting about. Wains wi naewhere to go,
so they make a nuisance of themselves. It’s all
that pent-up teenage energy they’ve got. Makes
them want to go out and fight, key cars and that.
Hattie finds them intimidating, as well as feeling
a twinge of pity for them. Poor wean’s mothers
probably dinnie give em the time of day.

“I cannae hear any better than you, can I?”
Julie has a shock of ginger hair flapping out
the hood of an anorak, bright pink pyjamas on
underneath. She launches herself towards the
boys, they all jump out of their skin. One hides
the bottle behind his back. Julie’s quite wee, but
she’s very stocky. Hattie fancies she mouths the
words, “I ken yer muther, Tony.” The boys then
seem to say something cheeky and Julie runs at
them. They scatter, giggling. Disappearing into
the semi-darkness.
“Mule ae a wumman” Graham says.
“Don’t talk about wimmin like that.”
“Not all wimman, just that een. Calm doon”
“Pff. I wish we coulda had that window
open to hear what she said. I’m sure it was a
belter.”
“Aye. It’ll never top Whiney-Johnson though,
will it?”

Hattie throws her head back and laughs,
“Whiney-Johnson.”

“That’s they ne’er do wells again,” she says.
“Really?” Graham’s wooden cane hangs off
a hook on the wall. He grabs it and comes back
to the window. “Where are they? Am sick ae
those bouys. That Christopher was sayin he
caught them all jumpin on his car the other
day.”
“Oh, sit doon Gram, whit you gonnae dae?
Whack them wi yer cane?”
“I’ll tell em aff. Boys lit that need an older
man tellin them what to dae.” Light appears in a
doorway across the street. A woman comes out
in her dressing gown.
“Oop,” Hattie says, “there’s big Julie.”
“What’s she sayin?”
Photograph: Jane Langan
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“D’ya mind?”

ham says, Hattie whacks him on the arm.

Whiney Johnson was the name they’d given to
this wee guy on a moped that they’d spotted a
few weeks before. Chantelle’s girl across the
street was out having a sneaky smoke and this
boy on a moped skidded over to her. It was like
a scene from a romcom. The boy on the moped
started giving this heartfelt speech, and his voice
was so loud and whiney that they could hear it
all the way up in the flat.

“Oh, is that how it’s gonnae be, Graham?
Come ahead then.”

“I just know you’re going to choose him
over me, this always happens. I’m the stupid
loser who gets dumped and it’s always the big
tough asshole who ends up with the girl. You
know I’d treat you right, you just know it. And
still I’m left, in DARKNESS.”

“Aye, reel yer neck in Arty-boy. This isnae
fuckin American ninja warrior. We’re no kungfu fighting you.”

The boy, with that final word then revved his
wee moped and screeched off into the night
without even letting the poor girl respond. The
whole thing had Hattie and Graham in stitches,
for hours. They took to calling the boy WhineyJohnson.
“Am pure left in, lit, darknessssss” Graham
says.
“I just pure ken you’re gonnae leave me for
him. This pure always happens tae me hahahahaha.”
The door goes, sharp wooden tapping.
“Wis that the door?”
They walk over, Graham taking the lead. He
looks through the peephole, sliding the metal
cover off with a thumb. It’s Arthur from downstairs. He’s standing there in his own pyjamas, a
nice tartan dressing gown and a cane. A grey,
wispy beard.
“I can hear ye’s through the door,” he says
“gonnae shut up likes.”
“Arthur, is that you?”
“Aye, it’s me.”
“Arthur” Hattie says, “were auld, we canne
be interact wi aebody. What do you want?”

“How fuckin convenient for ye’s, I’m auld
anaw. It’s the middle of the night and yous are
up giggling like weans.”

“Whit?”
“If there wasnae a virus, I’d be firein through
this door wi a sledgehammer. I’ll tell ye that
much.”
“You couldn’t even lift a sledgehammer
without putting your back oot,” Hattie says.

“Fuckin, cane-jitzu” Hattie says.
“Tai-Kwon don’t”
“Bit ae Krav-Ma-Nahh.”
“Just keep it doon, alright?” They hear the
old boy moving away from the door.
The couple both go back to the living room.
“What will we do the night, then?” Hattie says.
“Fuckin, same hing we do every night.”
Hattie sighs, turning back to that window,
“Try ae take over the world.”
There’s silence for a time, solid silence. Arthur’s probably pleased. She picks a card up off
the windowsill. “Sorry for your loss, call me any
time. Pat X.” That Pat’s a good girl, thoughtful.
Hattie looks over at Graham’s seat.
Still empty.
Has it really been a month? Last time she
saw him they had him belted to a gurney and
they were taking him down those stairs. He
couldn’t even speak. Like drowning in your
own lungs, they say. She was lucky, they said.
You had very mild symptoms, they said. Very
uncommon for someone your age, they said.
No, you cannae visit the hospital, they said.
The room still smells like Old Spice. She sits
in Graham’s chair and picks up those needles.
That half-finished sock.
“Cannae be that hard,” she says.
***

“Oh, bugger off Arthur, it’s only seven
o’clock. This is why naebody likes you” GraMakarelle
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Rampjaar - Disaster Year
by Gerry Stewart
inspired by the life of Dutch artist Jan Victors
Those long stretches, flat and uncertain
as a Dutch flood plain, weeks, months
being attacked from all sides
Your small place in the world, ages to build up
a grain of sand, a paint dab at a time,
washed away by a carefully aimed volley of words.
Redeloos, radeloos, reddeloos,
senseless, desperate and without reprieve,
you’d cede anything for a moment’s respite.
Contemplate closing up shop
and burying your artist’s brush.
Running to the quietest corner you can find.
Someday you will be able to unpick
the tangled threads that knot you so tight,
sort the emotions from the enemies,
but in their midst you must follow
one silken path through morass and floods
in the hope it will lead you out to open sea.
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Feature: Short Story—Creative Nonfiction

Lockdown - a meditation
by Dave Clancy

The longer you stare at something, the more it
frays. And unravels. And decays.
()
I took up meditation in lockdown. I bought
an app and sat comfortably in my chair and relaxed
myself as best I could before listening to the monotone voice of a man I immediately identified as a
person desperate to be thought of as smart. I felt a
kind of affinity with this man. And a degree of
loathing. Even if you can exchange the voice that
appears in your head with someone else’s, it seems
you still can’t change how you feel about it.
()
The voice instructs you to keep your eyes
open and stare into space, keeping your ‘vision
wide’. You sit, arms resting, body still, mind quietened. And you stare. Ahead of you is a pale blue
wall. There are pictures on it but you deliberately
focus on a blank area. One with nothing except a
few lumps, an old nail hole and the pale, pale blue
– shimmering cold in the sunlight.
()
My science teacher had a monotonous
voice too. He was a dour man who amazingly was
Makarelle
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called Mr. Meany. He said many things that have
remained lodged firmly in my head. In first-year
he told us that one of our class of 30 would be
dead by the time we reached 25. He was right, and
I thought of him as we attended a classmate’s funeral 3 years later. Cancer.
Mr. Meany also told us that what we see,
we don’t really see. I see his face now though, I
think, dispassionate and unchanging behind a welltended beard and framed with mousy brown hair.
He is telling me that most of our vision, what we
think we see, is actually made up of memories that
our brain ‘fills in’. We really only see a small area
in front of us with our eyes at one time. The rest is
a simulation, presented as reality by the brain. A
way to keep us calm and anchored in space rather
than confronting a terrifying void at the edges of
everything we peruse.
()
You keep your eyes open and stare at the
wall. You breathe slowly, deliberately, your chest
rising and falling, lungs filling and emptying. At
the edges of your vision there is a cornice and the
frame of a door. There is a couch below, a picture
to the left. You are not looking at these things but
they are there, incorporated but not focused in the
Spring 2021
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pale blue widescreen of your brain.

()

()
‘You’re better off looking at it, than for it’
my uncle Padraig says. Someone has just complimented him on his fine head of silver hair and he is
smiling. I am 12, at my grandmother’s house for a
family gathering. His eyes are almost closed but a
small twinkle is just visible, mirroring, I imagine,
one from his silvery strands. The scary Sacred
Heart picture is on the wall behind him, staring
down at me with those wide blue eyes.
()
‘This plughole is blocked’ my wife says.
‘Do you know anything about it?’ No, I say, shaking my head. ‘Well, it’s clogged with hair’ she
says. This was the first hint I was losing my hair that I would be looking for it, rather than at it. And
after this I could only see further signs. Mundane
things become profound in lockdown. I remembered my wife telling me a few weeks before that
my hair was ‘probably’ my best feature. My mother-in-law complimenting me for passing such good
hair genes to the kids. My son actually saying to
me at the breakfast table. ‘Imagine what it would
be like to be bald, Dad?’
Each morning I dread putting hands to hair
to wash my precious strands. I think of my other
uncle, Tony, balding from his late thirties, washing
his hair in a tiny sink. He lived with my grandmother and they had no shower. When I stayed
with them we would take it in turns to wash our
hair at this sink in the drafty bathroom upstairs, its
walls damp-cold to the touch, air fresh with
‘alpine’ scent. He rubs the shampoo onto his wet
scalp so gently, as if washing a baby. His hands,
gnarled from years working outdoors as a postman,
move in small shallow circles, lightly touching,
taking care to barely disturb the remaining hairs.
This morning in the shower, I notice myself doing
the same.

I try to avoid looking at my hands after I
have rubbed them through my hair. But I always
do in the end, eyes flitting down to count the number today. How many have I lost? How much closer am I to baldness? To death?
()
Another lockdown video call but now I
have turned my camera off, preferring the reassuring, stopped-in-time image of me that appears, to
the sunken-eyed, wispy-haired live version staring
back. I think I may have looked at my own face
more in the last few months than ever before. The
longer you stare at something, the more it frays.
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It was around this time I first heard of the
No-hair Theorem. A voice on the radio explains
new developments in Quantum Physics which may
have resolved the Black Hole Information Paradox.
This paradox arose from work by Stephen Hawking and Jacob Bekenstein, whose findings on radiation appeared to suggest that information could be
permanently lost inside black-holes. This violated
a core principle of modern physics, namely that
information cannot be destroyed, it must be preserved somehow. Tangled up in this is the No-hair
theorem which says that all information about a
black hole apart from mass, electric charge and
momentum disappears behind the event horizon. A
black hole has no hair. I wonder why the universe
chose this moment for me to learn of this.
()
I stare at my 10 month old son. He is making ‘oooh’ shapes with his mouth, while he slowly,
carefully picks up a small piece of cheese with his
fine fingers. He is becoming a little boy, emerging
from the baby world. He was born a few weeks
before lockdown began and serves as a reminder
that time still moves forward and life still goes on.
That growth is possible, inevitable even, despite
the nagging feeling that the world has stopped
these past months. I see his growing features before me, his eyes widening, his movements becoming more natural. His golden hair grows thickly,
especially at the back. I wonder if there is a law
governing the preservation of hair. If I must lose so
he can gain.
()
The news about black-holes potentially
meant something even more profound. A recent
paper suggested that the paradox could be resolved
using error correction codes from the completely
separate field of Quantum Computing. To a certain
type of mind this seems to suggest a link between
human-made, but extremely complex algorithms,
and the very fabric of space-time. In other words
something, possibly similar to a human mind, but
more advanced, had created space and time. And
perhaps reality itself.
()
Nick Bostrom had a paper published in the
Philosophical Journal in 2003. In it, he argued that
at least one of the following 3 options must be true.
Either the human race is likely to go extinct before
it reaches a post-human stage (that is a stage where
humans are capable of creating complex computer
simulations which resemble our existence); that
any such post-human civilization is unlikely to
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create such simulations; or that we are almost certainly living in one of those computer simulations.
Bostrom concludes ‘In the dark forest of our current ignorance, it seems sensible to apportion one’s
credence roughly evenly between [options] 1, 2,
and 3’. That is, there is a 33% chance that we are
living in a computer simulation.

()
Apophenia is a potentially disordered tendency to perceive meaningful connections between
seemingly unrelated things. The more you look at
things, the more they seem to be connected. During lockdown it seems to have become easier to
see patterns between things. And then believe in
these patterns.

time to give us more vivid and interesting versions
of reality?
()
During lockdown I do things that remind
me of faraway places. Other worlds. I watch films
in the same way that I seek out food from restaurants that seem to ‘take me away’. We watch movies with the kids, like Disney’s ‘The Frog and the
Princess’ or ‘Spirited Away’ from Studio Ghibli.
New Orleans. Japan.
Southern gentlemen. Eastern magic.
Ghosts. Spirits.
Voodoo.

()

()

The other day my six-year-old son called
the time before lockdown ‘the olden days’. I have
no idea why. But the phrase fits so perfectly, I
have started to use it too.
()
Fragmentation is a structural device used in
writing. The writer creates a series of images or
thoughts in sections, sometimes separated by asterisks or other symbols. The sections are linked, perhaps like a hidden network, but there is no explicit
bridge between them or straight narrative threading them all together. The reader is encouraged to
make their own connections. To become involved.
One rationale for using such an approach is that
some subjects cannot be tackled linearly or head
on. That the full gaze of examination on a topic
will yield nothing of substance. Staring too much
will cause it to atomize and disappear. In these
cases a meditation on floating images or fragments
can bear greater fruit.
()

Official Japanese release poster for ‘Spirited Away’
Copyright Studio Ghibli

A study from the University of Glasgow in
2012 revealed that faced with a monotonous voice,
the human brain will talk over it and make the
speech more vivid and interesting in order to better
remember it. Is it possible that faced with the monotony and fear of lockdown our brains work over-
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A year ago, just before lockdown began, I
was reading ‘The Year of Magical Thinking’ by
Joan Didion. ‘Jesus’, my wife said, ‘you need to
read something more uplifting.’ The news had already started to darken by then. The black shadow
of the virus was moving inevitably towards us, east
to west. I still took the bus to work in the last of
these olden, normal days. The route had been
changed due to road works so I needed to walk
down an unfamiliar street and initially put the
strangeness of these bus journeys down to this. But
while reading Didion’s descent into grief and disorientation, I noticed something else. Silence.
Deathly silence.
On these days no one dared open their
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mouth it seemed for fear they would cough, or
splutter, or somehow give themselves away as a
carrier, as part of the problem we all were beginning to fear.
()
Wikipedia tells me that magical thinking is
‘…the belief that unrelated events are causally
connected despite the absence of any plausible
causal link between them… ’ A year of magical
thinking. How can you not see patterns everywhere?
()
The man’s voice is back, willing you to the
pale blue wall and the meditation. You stare and
slowly the colours start to change. They buzz and
glow and fade. Whites seem to illuminate, burn
bright and then dim. Shadows lengthen and multi-

ply before receding. Still you stare at the pale blue
patch. It is a locus of stability, a core, but outside
everything is changing, in flux. Like a reverse
black hole, there is substance at the centre but
around it all is void.
You blink. Once. Twice. But the view, this
silhouetted image remains. Now it begins to vibrate, to shake at the edges, become less solid.
Your sense of control, of reality, shakes too. It
could all disappear, be revealed to be an illusion.
‘Look for the one who is looking’ the voice
in your head says. But you see nothing.
The longer you stare at something, the
more it frays. And unravels. And decays.
***
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Billie Ingram Sofokleous
“This piece questions the feeling of toxic positivity in spite of what you think, to explore prevalent societal norms
and taboos. Your self-esteem is built by practice. I crafted this by using found and broken objects of meaning to
establish the cancel culture my generation are trying to effect change in a short time frame. “
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Intersection

The End of the World

That man I will not meet today
has crossed and gouged my path,
scratched out his thin diagonals.

Whenever we guessed, we sensed
how Armageddon must arrive
in sweating flanks, in muscled necks,
with percussive hooves,
thunder splats,
in ripped retinas of lightening.
Not like this

On this stamp-packed mud,
I fret across these scores of scores
he's knifed, under autumn-weighty trees.

under bowed awnings,
by drippy cafes, stripped
of prettiness, stopped off
with sticky of incident tape.
With coffee served in take-out cups,
which offer themselves to compost,
without the gift of segregated bins.
Sandwiches stuffed in styrofoam,
fruit boxes turned lobbed barriers,
defensive lines across shop floors.
Ineffectual visors. Masks worn as beards on chins.
No Durer. Dante absent. No Revelations to St John,
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I met him once in rain. He sheltered, gathered in
his blade and spade, put aside
a compass and detecting kit. His distance
kept us safe. In tripping ivy darkness
on the day I met this man
he did not find one 1850s French coin.
Below the beech, by cut-down trunks,
I taste air thick with wicked blooms,
pinked up in usurper balsam, and a deeper accent.
The man I cannot meet today, without a sou,
has molehilled earth, already marked his time.
In jigsawed works of light, he's incised tiny lines.
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Unravelling
by Caoimhe O’Flynn

A smack in the face. Forceful. Red, raw cheeks. Intense. Blood flowing from the nostril to the elbow.
Then, a laugh. Forceful, red, raw. Cheeky, intense.

Knock, knock, knock.
Who’s there?

It’s me, your friend from the dark. Can I come in?

My god, why won’t you shut up for five fucking
minutes?!

No. I don’t want you.

It stays lingering, crawling. It needs to find space to
inhabit. To take up space. To bear the four corners
with its thoughts and speculations. All Intense, all
forceful.

Why?

It thinks of every past mistake. God why did I say that
when I was sixteen? Should I call him? Maybe he
misses me too.

You meant every single snarling word. Don’t you dare
try and gaslight me. I have had enough of it. All the
petty bullshit. The lies. The grit on my eyes. The sour
tongue, the sifting lungs.

You know exactly why.
Ah now, I didn’t mean what I said last time.

Photos. Plenty of photos. Friendship. Family. Oh,
would they ever just fuck off-

A wheeze. A cough. A choke.

Language! I know, I know. What can I say?

You don’t mean that. You can’t say that.

Language itself is a hard one to fathom. Sometimes
the tongue will roll to mimic certain phonics.

Yes, I can. I have power over you. You can’t control
me.

A-fraid.

Their friend comes along.

Be-wil-dered.
Con-fused.
Dazed.
En-vi-ous.
Oh, and now a hard one. Fri-vo-lous-ly.
Good job, you haven’t lost all your knowledge in your
little box.
It continues. It’s now high pitched. Afraid. Bewildered. Confused. Dazed. Evious.
And then I saidOh stop, that is hilarious! I’m going to piss myself.
Keep going.
Wait, why is it still here? I don’t know. I guess it just
wanted to be. I don’t make the rules.
You do make the rules. You can change it.
Can I? They told me I couldn’t. Besides, I don’t think I
have the strength. There is an anchor tied to my
neck.
They are the anchor. I am the ship sailing into the
void. To an island where the waves will erase my
footing.
Footsteps. Close and yet so far. Pounding and then tip
-toeing. A rasp on the door.
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What’s happening now?

This pain of yours will always enslave.

They’re at it again.

This is ridiculous. Why are you rhyming? I don’t get it.
It’s ridiculous. Stop it, right now. I need to clear my
head. I didn’t sleep too great.

No, I’m not. If you would just listen to meOh, that’s a shame. Were they after a glass or two?

But don’t you see, that is the mystery of your misery.

They now judge the empty bottle by the sink. The crisp
ooze of spring permeates. The bottle conceals echo
springs of hidden truth. Even I cannot escape each
drip. Sip, sip, sip. There I go again, fading.
Hey, I am entitled to have a glass if I want. That is not
the point. I think we need to talk about everything.

Waters…waters…what rhymes with waters? Daughters, slaughter, trotters? Why word describes best the
hunger you crave in this very age?
When I think of waters, I think of drowning. Drowning
them out might be the cure. Yet they do not leave me.
They continue to infest.

Oh, here we goDon’t you dare roll your eyes at me. You don’t know
what it’s like.

At best, there is a warm toilet seat. No toilet paper.

Oh yes, we do.

Yellow wee. Cold tea. A half-eaten apple.

Yes, we know everything.

A chair screech, a slam.

No, you don’t. Stop it.

Loud burp. A fart. Constant passing remarks

Well from what I can see, you leave your paintbrushes
in
that same cup hoping for a miracle.
You also never pick up your underwear thinking
it’s invisible.
You also tend to listen to your music a little too loudly.
Your feet dance offbeat.
You turn off your phone notifications proudly. It
ebbs the hunger you know is sweet. Taste it,
let it become meat. Foul rotting refuge you take
as a treat.
Speaking of hunger, we know why you won’t touch
chips.

Some would think of it like the blight of the Famine,
leaving nothing to digest. Eroding from the inside till
there is nothing to be kept.
I think back on history and memory and longing to being, and all I can think about is how awkward it is to be
seen.
I call out, I cry. I want someone to be there at night.
Yet the only comfort comes from the howls of my
mind. They heckle and taunt, leaving nothing. I have
become gaunt.
Looking in the mirror, there is paleness. There is
shrewd. Withering of the consumed. Revealed ribs.
Wide hips. Fat on the calves. Nothing in the head.
I could whack myself. I could grab a hammer and bash
it out.

Did you read that book on dieting in discreet?
Oh yes, that is a good point. Perhaps it’s from
that one time when you started pinching your Stop it. Don’t bring that up now.

Be gone wild thoughts. Let me be.
Yet the suffering is contagious, perhaps even fleeting.
“This doesn’t read well.” They would say.

No, let us speak.

Who are they? What do they want? You have us.

It becomes gradual. Honey pours from their lips into
yours, each drip suckling on your naked truth.

Do I? I do not know. Do I have anyone at this stage?
A parting glass. A triumph. A roaring cheer.

We know what it’s like the past few days. These
months on end have eroded your brain.

We made it at last!

You see us in rhymes, in singsong and grace. But
you don’t get that what we’re saying is grave.
Come along, let us see. Let’s get the scalpel and cut
open your bleeds.

Made it where?
I don’t know. Success maybe. Or defeat. Acceptance.
This is it. I can’t stop it. No one can.
Well, that’s a bit sad.

Let it pour, let it rain. Let the maggots invade.
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You not sleeping is our bookkeeping. You are crushed
over hushed sobs, wailing into the waters.

But is it? Is it really?
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Acceptance has always been defined as something
scattered, whimsical, offbeat. You can accept many
things in life. The passing of a friendship. No food in
the fridge. Death.

breath, let me speak.

Is this the acceptance I want?
I would like to thank my mother, my father, my old
English teacher, my grandparents, my mind, my body,
my aches, my pains, my gloryOr do I wish for a gentle sign? An outstretched hand to
tell me that it’s alright.
I do not know. I don’t think I ever will.
How do you feel now?
Okay, I guess. A little confused even. I know I’m avoiding things.
Staleness evaporates. I can see faintly. I think I should
tie my hair up. It helps with the concentration.
Sunlight creeps in. It is ten to twelve. My bed is not
made. I am shaken. Fingers shaking, heart racing.
Thump, thump, thump. Unacquainted rage. It is ten to
twelve.
I brush my teeth. I fix myself. A deep breath in and out.
I want to let out a cry. It is lost. Word empty, void.

I cannot find the words. I don’t know if I ever will.
There is not enough time. There is not enough space
on the canvas of life. This jigsaw is fragmented. I cannot find the pieces. I cannot find the image. It is bleak,
dishevelled, nothing.
It is all nothing. Yet is it something?
To come out of the dark. To stretch out our limbs. To
hear another beating heart.
To dance in the kitchen, to hum to a tune. To let our
lips part. The rise and fall of the sweetest perfume.
To tell another you love them. To find new flavours in
food.
It can all be done, and I cannot wait. This heaviness I
carry is something that is bound to break.
It will become torn up and crinkled, digested into small
miracles. It will be what our ancestors will speak of.
Speak. Let the tongue rest. Let the mind believe.
Belief. A siren rings. Traffic spins. They all carry on to
their destinations.
There is comfort in the noise. For noise means something. Doesn’t it? I don’t know.

A board game of scrabble.

Perhaps I will never know. That is something I will take
for granted. My footsteps will softly trail over passages
that have not been constructed, like waves erasing the
sand.

Five points. I win.

Carry me. Hold me. Let me be.

A competition. A game.

I have had enough. I want it to end. I want hope. I
want it all in this moment. An entirety. An infinity. All
everlasting.

I grew up with silence. Speak up they said. Don’t let it
get to you.

Oh, you think you have it bad? Well, I –
-No, I have it worse than you. You wouldn’t get
it. Bless you. Achoo!
A canvas that does not speak. Bleeding paint with no
meaning. Of crimson red and bright greenery. Are
these the colours of my thoughts that others can see?

So, where do we go from here?
For that, I do not know.

***

Expulsion of the lungs. Frail limbs, exposed skin. Dear
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Watching from my bedroom window
by Louise Wilford

How intimate the washing on the line;
How colourful its lace and silk, how fine;
As if the life these things adorn is mine.

It’s hanging on the nylon cord next door.
I spy it from my window, wanting more –
a sneeze, a sigh, a mutter or a snore,

a hint of other life beyond my fence.
But all is silent. All is quiet and tense,
as if observed from far off through a lens.

No children in the garden, just a grey
cat, statue-still, beneath the gold heat of the
day.
The edges of the flimsy garments play

a little, stirring in the hesitating breeze.
A bird half-sings somewhere up in the trees,
as if afraid of summoning disease.

I cannot catch my breath, as if entombed.
My chest hurts like the whisper of a wound.
Is this the way it ends, without a sound?
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by R. E. Loten

Angie took a last look at the list of people who
were working a shift that day and stretched out in
her chair, her whole body tingling with anticipation. She stroked the name at the bottom of the
column, imagining it was his naked chest she was
touching. She glanced at the clock on her desk.
Not long now. Her phone rang and the smile
slipped from her face. Ian.
‘Hello love, how’s it going?’
‘It’s hard with so few staff in, but we’re
getting there. What have you been up to?’ She
forced herself to sound interested.
‘Oh you know us furloughed-types, we just
sit around watching TV and laughing at the rest of
you still going to work.’ Angie could hear the
laughter in his voice and couldn’t help a slight
smile emerging despite her irritation.

turn at work in a few weeks.’
She glanced at the clock again. Almost
lunchtime. ‘I’ve got to go. We’ve got a shipment
due in any minute. I’ll see you this evening.’
Putting the phone down, she checked her
face quickly in the mirror and strode out of the
office onto the warehouse floor. She’d timed it
perfectly. The workers below were all filing out of
the door heading to the canteen for lunch. All except one. Jack was leaning against one of the
shelves watching her as she descended the stairs.
‘Not hungry?’ she asked, nodding towards
the door as it banged shut behind the last worker
to leave.

‘Plenty hungry,’ he said, ‘But they don’t

‘What have you really been doing?’
‘Prepped all the veg for dinner and cleared
out the shed this morning. You got a good team
today?’

‘The best.’
She paused a moment and loyalty won out
over truth. ‘Ian… I’m sorry I had to furlough you,
you know that, don’t you?’
‘Course I do love. Don’t be daft. I’ll get my
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serve what I want in the canteen.’
It was a terrible line, but she smiled anyway, knowing exactly why he was there.
‘Did you find somewhere?’

Angie smiled and crooked her finger. He
followed her through the warehouse to the deserted loading bay and pulled her into his arms as
soon as they were concealed by the half-loaded
lorry. One kiss later, he had her pressed against
the wall, skirt hitched up, his fingers fumbling
with his zip. Then he froze.

curity guard waved goodbye to the electrician as
he got back in his van.
On the wall in the loading bay a red light
blinked and a faint whirring sound could just be
heard over the noises floating up from below.
***

‘What about the cameras?’
She tugged his zip down impatiently.
‘Out of action,’ she muttered against his
mouth. ‘System’s down.’
‘You’re a genius,’ he panted, finally freeing
himself from his trousers. ‘Only you could furlough your husband and keep your lover at work.’
Angie didn’t reply. She didn’t want to
think about Ian. Not now.
On the other side of the building, the se-

Subliminal by Rukhsana C
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Sheffield, May 2020
by Louise Wilford

A wind has scoured the streets,

a row of sleepy groans, bouncing soft as lead

shuttering the shops, bolting tight the doors

against the tricksy old-town cobblestones.

that used to lead to dingy staircased rooms.
No more taxi-cabs. There are whispers weeds

A fox stands on a crossing,

have flowered between the rain-washed paving
slabs.

wondering where the world has gone. A grey rat
gnaws
a chicken bone beside the bins. Wrung clean, air
hums

Sow thistles lift their heads
to sneer at grating ragwort threads, while scores
of oxeye daisies idly stare. Pink spikes of
rosebay willowherb stab up between the bench’s
slats,
and form a blushing mist between the asphalt and
the kerb.

round chimney stacks, whistles along gutters,
rests
in cashpoint crevices, blows dust down pavement
cracks.
A street cleaning machine
lumbers along, alone, past rows of lifeless stores,
a tired diplodocus sneezing in the dust. Pigeons
watch

A badger on the station;
roe deer in Hunter’s Bar. Between the floors
of office blocks, the lifts have stopped; trams dead

litter fall and lift, observe the empty, pointless alleyways

in their tracks. All’s still around the snoozing city
hall;

and lanes through which the muted noises dip and
drift.

Boots, napping; John Lewis shivering in the evening chill.

Tumbleweed memory of traffic.

The city’s bones laid bare to expose its flaws.
The Showroom dreams of old
Dirk Bogarde films. Under glass, the Wintergarden
snores.

idly flicked, its driver wondering how the caffs
on London Road could look so quickly derelict.

The catnapping cathedral chimes,
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South Pacific
by Jane Langan

Life repeats. Wake up, breakfast, kids to school,
work, boring meetings, working lunches, pick up
kids, make dinner, watch tv, sleep, repeat.

there was plenty of canned goods in the cupboards. The fridge didn’t work so there was no
point having fresh food. He didn’t empty the bins.

How do people do this for their whole
lives? What is their point in being, what makes
them get out of bed every day? Why bother?

One day, a small pregnant mouse climbed
through a damp rotted sill of a window. Daintily
she avoided the sharp shards of peeling paint. She
set up home amongst the discarded baked bean
cans and cereal boxes. It was a perfect home for a
small mouse family. They thrived and bred and
thrived some more.

I heard a story about a man who stopped,
jumped off the rat race and instead decided that
he could just stay home, he didn’t need to go out
or go to work or do anything. He just stayed in
bed. To begin with, this was fine. He would order
food online, he would take in the delivery, his
cupboards were full and so was his stomach.
Then, as time went on, his money started to run
out. He looked at his finances and decided on the
things he didn’t need. He made a list:

Soap
Shaving Foam
Deodorant
Detergent (Clothes and the Dishwasher)
Cleaning products for the home

He reasoned that as he wasn’t going anywhere or seeing anyone (except the food delivery
person) these were useless items. He also stopped
paying the electricity bill. He had plenty of books,
he could read, he could sleep, he could stay warm
under his duvet. His dirty duvet.
As time went on, his house became cold,
damp, dirty and dark. Everything, including him,
began to smell. He started to get bed sores. Occasionally, the sores would burst. They exploded pus
all over the already filthy bacteria covered covers.
His money completely ran out after six months.
He remained determined that it was still fine,
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Meanwhile, the man in the bed of pus and
scabs and skin and grease and all sorts of unmentionable bodily fluids got sick. One of his many
bedsores became infected, then another and another. The mice visited him on the bed. He could
have sworn they spoke to him as he lay dying in
his own filth.
Hallucinating from Sepsis he smiled at his
mouse friends. They wore little hats and tap shoes
and had canes in their small paws. Tip tapping
across his chest, they produced an excellent version of South Pacific. He thought it was delightful.
He was completely unaware of them nibbling
away at their newly found protein source. Yum.
Obviously, the man died. It was
months before anyone found him. By then he was
little more than a skeleton. The mice family had
grown exponentially and flooded out of the house
when the police broke in. It was like a tiny brown
furry mouse tsunami, brother upon sister upon
father upon mother. On the plus side, the only
smell was that funky smell from mouse droppings
and ammonia from all the gallons of mouse piss,
instead of the stench of a rotten dead human.
There is always a bright side, after all.
***
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Coming Unravelled
By Benjamin Lisle
Life had always been too busy to notice the loose
threads.
The commute to the office with audiobook in your
ears, chats with co-workers, lunch, too much work,
the bus home again, dinner, a film, bed, sleep. Do
it all again the next day. Out at the weekend, a
hike, games, fleeting romance, drinks, and loud
music. A rush, an escape from the world, from the
cycle of the week, exciting enough to carry you
through until the moment the alarm signals the
start of another commute. Too busy to notice anything.
Then the world stopped.

working more than ever. So brave, and you tell
them just what an amazing job they’re doing, and
cheer for them in the street. You hear that one of
your colleagues lost a grandparent, but you don’t
really know them very well, and it might be weird
to push into their private life like that. You’ll give
your condolences in person, soon enough you’re
sure. Your job is covered by the government, so
even if things are tough, you’ll be fine. The Zoom
parties aren’t really happening so much now but
you’ve kept drinking, binging through some TV
series you’ve always meant to see with glass in
hand, delivery boxes starting to stack up.

It won’t be for long, people say it’s just a small
thing, over in a few weeks. Maybe longer, if you
listen to the doomsayers. Wash your hands, be
careful, and everything will be fine. Few places
close, but really, it’s just a flu. You can still meet
up, and the office carries on with a few more bottles of hand sanitiser around. A few plans are cancelled, but it’s just a bit of a bump. A change might
be good for you, more time to yourself.
Now people are a bit more worried. It doesn’t look
like things will be over as quickly as hoped, but
it’s not too bad. The office has some people very
seriously holding new thermometers, but you know
that it’s just a precaution. No one is really at risk,
but it might be best to put off that party to next
month, just to be sure. You’ve learned about
Zoom, and had your first virtual hangout. It’s not
the same, but the drinks ease you through, and
soon you’re laughing like you always have. It’s
even cheaper, no expensive cover charge or overpriced cocktail. You giggle as you finish off the
bottle, toasting your friends, and making half plans
to have a big get-together soon.
Now the office has shut, and you’re home again on
furlough. Some time off work, and the company
has it sorted. Slight dip in pay, but you’re saving
so much on travel and god knows you enjoy the
extra time in bed. A bit lonely at times, but your
friends are never more than a few swipes and taps
away. A few of them work in healthcare, and are
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Your job sends out an email to say that due to the
current situation, they would unfortunately not be
able to keep everyone on right now. Your job will
be there once things pick back up and they’re very
sorry that things have come to this, but right now
they will regrettably no longer be able to keep you
on furlough. You can’t really read much more of
of the message through the tears, and open another
can. Why not? You can’t go out, can’t see anyone,
can’t touch anyone. It’s been too long since you
washed your clothes, and your hair is a state.
Doesn’t matter, you can smile through it all, wipe
your face off and be brave. Your uncle works in a
hospital, he’s got it much worse than you, you just
need to stay home for a bit. The landlord is understanding, and you say that you won’t let the rent
get behind. You re-watch things you’ve already
seen, sinking into the familiarity, trying to lose
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yourself in the past. You wake up to the crash of
broken glass after the bottle slips from your fingers.
Your uncle died. He wasn’t even old, did all the
right things. Sure, he was around sick people, but
he had all the right gear on, should have been safe.
It’s not fair. You haven’t left the flat now in
weeks, get food delivered, struggle to get out of
bed. The spirits keep you going, make the world
less awful somehow. Your friend is sick and isn’t
getting better. You text them that you’re sure everything will be fine, unable to admit to yourself
that you’re terrified it won’t be. The landlord has
been getting more unreasonable, starting to demand the rent. You’ve tried to get a job, but who’s
hiring? A delivery driver? No way, you don’t want
to have to go near strangers, not after what happened to your uncle. You sell a few things online,
manage to scrape things together, dip into your
small savings. You can start thinking again in the
future about a house deposit when this is over. You
can’t even pretend you know when that will be.
It was your mother, she never told you she had it.
Didn’t want to mention she’d had a cough. It was
Christmas after all, and it had been so long since
you’d seen anyone, be a shame to spoil it all.
You’d been drunk for most of the visit, but everyone drinks in the festive season! There had been a
big fight about politics, about how bad things
were, about how the world had failed, about how
this was just hysteria. Your uncle’s name had been
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shouted, and then it had got quiet. You’d stolen the
last of the wine and disappeared to your guest bedroom, not able to deal with the bleakness of the
world without a friend to comfort you. The drink
was all you could rely on to take that pain away, to
make you forget how desperately lonely you were.
You can’t get another credit card. You’d never
been bad with money but now you’re drowning in
a sea of red, finding any way to make your rent.
You had an interview with a local takeaway, even
gone in for a shift. One drink, just to help face the
world, just on the way out the door, maybe two.
They’d smelled it through the masks and sent you
home again, offer withdrawn. They didn’t hire
drunks. You’d been angry, screamed at them that
you weren’t like that, and that you needed the job,
even started crying in the middle of the shop.
They’d threatened to call the police if you didn’t
leave. You’d slammed your door hard, hit the wall,
snatched up the dregs of something and finished it.
Then curled up into a corner sobbing and wanted
to die, for everything just to stop. No more, please.
Just… stop.
You’d woken up in the same corner, cold and hungry. Needing someone, anyone to listen. Your
phone battery had been low, but it was enough to
let you find a number and call.
“Please, I… I just need someone to talk to.”
“Take all the time you need.”
***
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Blossom Thief
You stole the blossom before the April wind
Plundered the fruit for your feasts
Cut down the trees to stoke your fires
Dug the soil for your own gardens
Quarried the rock to build your houses
What is left?
Now
Let us begin

by Alastair Simmons
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Beasley Faces his Bêtes Noires
by Ron Hardwick

‘Stand over there, please. Make sure you’re the mandatory two metres apart from that chap with the trilby.’

who was already going bald.
‘What do you mean, which arm?’

‘I’m sorry,’ said Jack Beazley, ’I didn’t bring my
tape measure with me. Could I stand approximately
two metres away from the chap in the trilby? I mean,
who said you have to stand precisely two metres
away? Does this blasted virus always travel exactly two
metres? What happens if there’s a strong wind, or if
the perpetrator is under five feet tall?’
The staff nurse didn’t favour Jack with a reply.
She turned her attention to a confused-looking woman
in a pink scarf.
Jack reluctantly stood where the staff nurse
indicated. He was outside the hospital waiting for his
Covid-19 jab.

‘Which arm do you want the injection in?’ said
the doctor.

‘Oh, my left.’
‘You were supposed to wear a short-sleeved
shirt so that I could more easily make the injection,’
said the doctor.
‘Have you seen the weather outside?’ retorted
Jack, ‘Snow up to your oxters. Coming here was like
Captain Scott crossing the Antarctic. I would have frozen to death in a short-sleeved shirt. I’m not twenty,
you know.’
‘I can see that,’ said the doctor, drily. ‘Take off
your woolly and roll your sleeve up as far as you can.’

‘Why Covid-19?’ he had said to his longsuffering wife, Enid. ‘Why not Co-vid twenty-six or
even Uni-vid four and a half?’

Jack obeyed.
‘There, that didn’t hurt, did it?’ said the doc-

‘Calm down, dear,’ replied Enid. ‘You’re getting
yourself worked up over nothing, as usual.’

tor.
Jack had to agree.
‘Now, if you’ll go out into the corridor, you’ll
find a number of booths,’ said the doctor. ‘A volunteer
will direct you to a vacant one. You will need to remain seated for fifteen minutes before you can leave.’

‘How long are we going to have to stand here
in the freezing cold?’ Jack asked the staff nurse.
‘As long as it takes.’
The queue shuffled forward. Another nurse
stopped Jack as he was about to enter the hospital.

‘Why?’
‘In case you have a reaction to the vaccine.’

‘Put your mask on,’ she said.
‘For pity’s sake, I’m fed up looking like the
Lone Ranger,’ said Jack.
‘Put your mask on.’
No sense of humour, these nurses.
Jack fumbled in his pocket for the cotton mask
Enid had made for him. She fashioned it from his
grandson’s vest, and it sported tiny images of Paddington Bear in purple on a yellow background. Jack was
of the view that Enid did this on purpose to make him
look an absolute fool. If so, she had succeeded beyond
her wildest dreams.

‘What, you think I’ll keel over just because I’ve
had a little prick in my arm?’ asked Jack.
’A little prick, indeed,’ said the doctor, who
hustled Jack out the door and ushered in the next patient.
‘Over there, sir,’ said the volunteer, a tall girl
with a ponytail. ‘I’ll tell you when your fifteen minutes
are up.’
Jack sat down. In the next booth was the woman from number five. Across the way, was the chap
from number eighteen.
‘Bloody Hell,’ Jack said to himself. ‘A street
reunion.’

‘Which arm?’ asked the doctor, a young man
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‘Time’s up. You can go now,’ said the volun-

aptitude for being really silly.’

teer.
‘Thank God,’ said Jack.
‘Betty’s not well,’ said Enid, as they sat on easy
chairs in the lounge that afternoon.
‘Who’s Betty?’
‘Betty Smith, from Warburton Avenue.’
‘Never heard of her.’
‘Yes, you have. She came to the tennis social
last Christmas.’
‘She the woman with the flared nostrils –
looks like a horse?’ asked Jack.
‘She doesn’t look anything like a horse. She’s
quite an attractive woman, reminds me of Penelope
Keith, in a way. Tall.’
‘Tall in the saddle,’ remarked Jack.
‘She’s got the flu.’
‘Perhaps it’s the dreaded lurgy,’ said Jack.
‘It isn’t. Her temperature’s normal and she
hasn’t lost her appetite.’
‘If I recall, she ate like a horse. Half a dozen vol
-au-vents in twenty minutes.’
‘Jack, why are you so nasty?’ asked Enid.
‘I’m not nasty. I’m witty. Ironic.’
‘Nasty.’
‘Well, if you must know, it’s this blasted lockdown and this rotten weather.’
‘It’s the same for everyone.’
‘No, it isn’t. My tennis is stopped. My badminton’s stopped. There are only two shops open in
the town. Fancy having to tell people the highlight of
your day is a trip to Tesco for another supply of bogrolls.’
‘You’ve got little Hamilton.’
‘He’s two. What sort of conversation can you
have with a two-year-old?’
‘He can say ‘dinosaur.’
‘Can he say ‘Quetzlcoatlus?’ asked Jack.
‘I’m not sure even I could say that.’
‘Well, then. And what sort of name is Hamilton, anyway?’
‘I think it’s a nice name. Sort of distinguished,’
said Enid.
‘You know what he’ll be called when he grows
up, don’t you?’
‘Hamilton?’
‘Don’t be daft. He’ll be Ham, or Hammy.’
‘I hadn’t thought about that,’ said Enid.
‘Neither did your son or his idiot girlfriend.’
‘Partner.’
‘I refuse to use that word. A partner is someone in business, like a group of lawyers.’
‘You know, Jack, you’re a peculiar man. We’ve
been married all these years and you’ve still got an
Makarelle
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Two days later, Bob West, one his tennis chums, rang
Jack up.
‘Hey Jack, fancy a ramble?’
‘A ramble?’
‘Just thirteen ks or so. No need to overdo it.’
Jack was so desperate to avoid the tedium of
his lockdown life that he agreed. Even a bloke like
West, who was so boring that Jack would rather try
and read the Dead Sea Scrolls than listen to him, was
preferable to watching ‘Can’t Pay, Take it Away,’ on
daytime television.
‘When?’
‘Claire’s got a dental appointment tomorrow
and I’m at a loose end. Will tomorrow do?’
‘Suppose so.’
‘Don’t forget to bring a picnic.’
‘Jugged hare and Veal knuckle in aspic sandwiches,’ said Jack.
The earnest West wasn’t great at sarcasm.
‘I’ll just be bringing cheese and pickle.’
They met at the old school. There were six
inches of snow lying on the ground.
‘I know some splendid tracks you won’t have
even seen,’ said West.
‘Oh, goody.’
They walked through a new housing estate full
of nondescript houses and onto an abandoned railway
track.
‘We go left here’ said West, and they struck off
across a farmer’s field full of virgin snow, much of
which lodged in Jack’s socks.
‘Look, a hare,’ said West.
‘Where?’
‘Tracks. Can only be a hare. Paws close together and almost in a straight line.’
Jack rolled his eyes.
After an hour of tramping through hedges and
trees, slithering and sliding as if they were on a slalom,
they arrived back at the railway track.
‘We’ll stop at Cockburn Sidings for our picnic,’
said West. ‘I’ve two bin bags in my pack that will keep
our trousers dry.’
He would.
They ate their sandwiches in silence.
‘A bullfinch,’ said West.
‘How do you know?’
‘Pink breast, black cap, white rump. He’s a
handsome fellow.’
A bloody ornithologist as well as an accountant.
‘Did you know Heather and Eddie are splitting
up?’ said West.
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Who the hell are Heather and Eddie?
‘I had no idea.’
‘Oh, I thought I’d told you. It’s amicable. They
each have the children three days a week.’
The penny drops. Heather is one of the two
West daughters.
‘Do they abandon them on a Sunday, then?’
asked Jack.
‘Certainly not. Eddie’s mother takes them.
Gives them some breathing space.’
‘They blame the lockdown, of course,’ said
West, ‘each getting on the other’s nerves due to their
close proximity to each other and them having to work
from home.’
‘I know just how they feel,’ replied Jack.
Oh, God, give me strength. I cannot stand to
listen to any more of this drivel.
They started off again, walking in a wide semicircle until they reached Elfingside, a tiny hamlet not
far from the main road and the beginnings of civilisation.
‘Bryony’s had her second novel published,’ said
West. ‘She’s arranging a five-book deal.’
Bryony is West’s other daughter.
‘You’ll have read Stars Fell On Dockray, of
course?’ asked West.
‘It’s on my reading list after the complete
works of Dickens, the collected poems of Rudyard Kipling and twenty volumes of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica,’ replied Jack.
‘Ah, good. As long as you intend to read it.’
They walked on until they reached the main
road.
‘Now, if you’re willing, we’ll just do another
five ks. That track takes us down to Bigbie,’ said West.
‘Bob. Nothing would induce me to walk another yard. My feet are soaking and aching, and I’m going
to catch the bus home.’
West shrugged his shoulders and walked on.
Jack flagged down the town bus.
‘Put your mask on,’ said the driver.
‘I haven’t got a mask.’
‘You can’t get on, then.’
The driver closed the doors and drove off.
‘You Marxist swine,’ yelled Jack. ‘Come the
revolution and you’ll be the first up against the wall.’
He dragged one foot after another for a long
walk home.
‘Enjoy your stroll, dear?’ asked Enid, up to her
elbows in self-raising flour.
‘Enjoy it? Of course not. Having to listen to
that buffoon West for two hours whilst he drones on
about his precious offspring, his rotting windows, his
solar panels, his addiction to oatcakes and bitter marmalade, his tai-chi, his ballroom dancing and that feroMakarelle
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cious topspin serve of his is enough to drive anyone
into an early grave. And then, a recidivist bus driver
wouldn’t let me on his bus because I didn’t have a
mask. I had to leg it all the way home, even though
I’ve got blisters on my bloody blisters.’
‘Oh, how awful it is to be you, dear,’ remarked
Enid.
The next day was wickedly cold, with an unforgiving wind blowing straight in from the Urals. Jack
went out to his car after breakfast. He needed fuel.
He sat in the driver’s seat, switched on the ignition,
and went to close the door. It wouldn’t close. He tried
several times, banging the door more firmly on each
occasion.
‘You swine,’ he yelled. ‘You bloody obstructive
swine.’
He examined the door lock assembly. The
catch was frozen into a position where it couldn’t engage with the latch on the pillar.
‘How can you freeze, ay? You’ve never frozen
in all the time I’ve had you and now you choose a
morning when I’ve only got the sniff of a petrol rag in
the tank.’
Jack stomped off to the garage and returned
with a can of WD40. He pointed the nozzle at the frozen catch and pressed. Nothing happened. Jack shook
the can. There was plenty of penetrating oil in there,
he could hear it sloshing about. He shook the can violently and pressed the button again. Still nothing.
‘You sod. You useless, dismal, rotten little sod.
I’ll teach you.’
With that, he hurled the can to the ground,
where he had painstakingly cleared away the snow,
and jumped up and down on it until it was as flat as a
lemon sole. He picked it up again, pressed the button
and fluid issued forth in some quantity.
‘How the hell is that, you evil swine? I didn’t
borrow you from West, did I?‘
‘Good Morning, Mr Beazley.’ It was Matt Dobson, his next-door neighbour.
‘Good? What’s good about it? Day after day
of doing the same thing in this bloody lockdown, bored
witless, stuck indoors with a woman with a brain like a
colander, friends so tedious you wish you were Romanian, a grandson whose greatest joy is throwing plastic
bricks at your face and now a tin of spray that only
works when you’ve smashed it to smithereens. As I
say, what the hell’s good about it?’
‘You haven’t contracted Co-vid 19, for a start.’
Jack was silent. There was no answer to that.
***
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Those Who Can
by Beck Collett
‘But I know what it means, and the answer’s “a.”’
‘Yes, I know you know what it means, but I
don’t, and I need to know, see? I can’t help you if I
don’t know myself, can I?’
‘But I already know it, I’m going to press enter. No, don’t google it – that’s cheating! What if I
tell Mr. Evans?’
‘Don’t tell Mr. Bloody Evans! We haven’t had
training for this, have we? We don’t know how to
bloody well teach! And I can’t even remember
learning this when I was your age. I can’t even remember being you age, let alone identifying which
one’s the f*****g quadrilational—’

*Sound of failed attempt to slam doors, and
muffled effing and jeffing *

Later that day…
‘Yes, Mr. Evans, she is very good at maths,
isn’t she! Yes, everything’s going great. OK, will
do. Bye!’
‘What did he say, Mum?’

‘He said how well you were doing, and how
well I must be doing, too.’

‘It’s quadrilateral, not—’
‘Right, ENOUGH! Google says it’s “a” so—’

‘And?’
‘Not until Easter.’
‘Oh, for the love of—’

‘Just what I said, why don’t you ever listen
***

to—’

“Succulent Water Drop” by Jane Langan
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Sometimes
by Rosie Elwood
Sometimes sadness pulls its string
and I can’t help but unravel
line by line
stitch and purl
until I fall
unsightly, limp upon the floor
pause
my feet move me forward
inch by inch
then mile by mile
pulling my yarn
purl and stitch, line by line
until formed once more
Photo: Jane Langan

Sorted
by Jane Langan
She is surrounded by socks. Which ones to keep?
That one can’t stay. It’s the wrong colour and the
wrong size. It won’t fit in the drawer. They need to
be rolled then colour matched and then arranged
into perfect lines within the draw. Nothing else will
do. ‘I’m NOT joking.’ She closes her eyes. She knows
nothing else will do. The offensive socks are abhorrent, ghastly, patterned, nasty coloured, to thick,
too thin, unnecessary. Into the bin.
When she is finished, she knots the black plastic bin bag tight, no one needs to see inside. Terrible. How did she let that happen? She takes the bag
out, first checking if there is anyone around who
might see her put it into the large refuse bin. No.
No one. She runs out, drops it in and returns.
Photo: Meru Bi / Pexels
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And relax. She opens the cupboard in her kitchen
and stares at all her mugs, the handles matching,
pointing towards her. She takes one and puts it
on the surface in front of her. Then she returns to
the cupboard and adjusts the mugs, so they are
all equidistant apart. She gets a ruler, just to double-check. OK. Good. She puts the ruler away. She
takes a measuring jug and puts 270mls of water
in the jug for her cup of tea. She gazes at the mug
on the counter as the kettle boils, she moves it
several times until she is happy that it’s central.
She considers getting the ruler again. A voice in
her head screams. ‘STOP BEING RIDICULOUS!!!’
so she doesn’t. Another voice says, ‘Gosh, that
was a bit noisy.’ ‘FUCK OFF!’ shouts voice one.
She shakes her head gently from side to side and
puts her hands neatly over her ears, making sure
they a) don’t mess up her hair, and b) are in the
same place on both sides. The kettle switches off.
She pours all the water into the cup then she puts
in a teabag. She pushes the bag down with a
spoon and leaves it there. ‘Alexa, alarm twenty
seconds.’ Alexa replies, ‘Alarm set for twenty seconds.’ She goes to the fridge and takes out a
bottle of milk and places it three centimetres
away from the cup. She looks at the tea as it
slowly seeps into the hot water. The alarm goes
off. ‘Alexa, stop.’ She removes the teabag with a
squeeze to the inside of the cup and puts the bag
in the bin. She adds a splash of milk. A splash is
measured by tipping the bottle then immediately

Photo: Vova Krasilnikov / Pexels

lifting the bottle to vertical again. That is a splash.
She puts the lid back on the milk and puts it back
in the fridge. As she closes the fridge door, she
sees a thumbprint. Her hands clench into fists.
She stares at it for a moment. Voice one says,
‘YOU DISGUSTING DIRTY WHORE, LICK IT CLEAN –
YOU FILTH!!!!’
At the sink she washes her hands with
bleach, they are raw.

***

photo: Dini Armstrong
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Consumed with Love
by Dini Armstrong

Mermaid - graffiti by unknown artist - spotted on a wall in Newhaven harbour, Edinburgh, in 2019

The phone starts ringing the second she pushes a
cream egg into her mouth. Half-chewing, halfchoking, she grabs the TV remote with her left and
freezes a naked Bill Nighy mid song, guitar strategically placed over his privates. Simultaneously,
her right hand digs out the headset from under a
sofa cushion. Her tiny frame disappears under a
yellow Pikachu onesie.
She presses connect. Her voice as gentle
and professional as she can manage, she says:
“Rognum Mental Health support line, my
name is Tanya, how can I help?”
No one speaks, but the line is not silent.
Tanya can make out a sloshing sound, wind is
blowing against the mouthpiece of the caller. Her
display spells out number withheld. A small green
LED dot confirms that a live connection is in progress.
With her silkiest voice she coos:
“Take your time. That’s ok”
After a further two seconds of silence a
male voice, Scottish, mature and pleasantly hoarse,
asks:
“You still there, hen?”
Tanya carefully pushes the tip of her
tongue into the corner of her mouth to clear away a
stray trickle of sugary goo.
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“I am here, Sir. I’m not going anywhere.
How can I help?”
Another pause.
“I ... ,I ... ,” the voice stammers at first, but
then the words come, each syllable working its
way out of quicksand
“… I am eating my wife.”
I am eating my wife? Shuddering, she feels naked
in her onesie. No colleagues around that she can
alert. No one who can sit beside her, plug into the
call, and notify the emergency services. She has
given him her real name!
In slow motion she reaches across to the
sofa and manages to get hold of her personal mobile. Who is the senior on call clinician? On auto
pilot she double-clicks on a file marked Easter rota on her laptop, while asking as gently as possible, and without even a hint of being patronising
(psychopaths don’t appreciate being patronised)
“Sir, did you say you are eating your
wife?”
The excel spreadsheet on her screen reveals
that Nicola is the SOCC. Reaching for her mobile,
she scrolls for Nicki’s number, then fires off a text
Red flag. Potential homicide in progress.
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“Sir, it’s ok. This helpline is confidential.”
This is technically a lie. In case of mortal
danger, emergency services can be involved without the caller’s consent. The telephone counsellors
have been told on day one of their training that it
is better for a client to hate them than to end up
dead. No mention in the red flag protocol of how
to handle callers who are eating someone though.
“I feel such a failure. I’m letting her
down.” The caller is sobbing now. Not quite the
composure of a Hannibal Lecter.
“You sound exhausted.”
“I am,” he sniffles, “I am puggled, hen.
The water’s jeelit, and even the wet suit isn’t helping anymore.”
Wait, what?
“Sir, are you near water just now?” She
sends off another silent text to Nicki.
Callr mihgt b eoutside.
Typing with two thumbs is hard, and she is
in a rush.
“Of course, I am near water,” he bellows.
“It’s the only way I can get her back!”
Yep, clearly nuts. She regrets that thought
as soon as it flashes into her judgmental brain.
Come on, girl, empathy and unconditional regard!
This guy might be raving bonkers, but he is in distress and outside somewhere. Find him.
“You mentioned a wetsuit. Sounds like you
are on a boat? Maybe in Scotland? Loch Ness
maybe? I am a bit worried that you are not safe.
Maybe cold?” She exaggerates her Queen’s English and hopes the ignorance of an English woman
might provoke a slip up.
“It’s Loch Torridon. T-h-o-i-r-b-h-e-ar-t-a-n.” He spells out the name with the shortened
patience of someone who has to do this a lot. “And
obviously I am not on a boat just now.” Tanya
breathes a sigh of relief, when he adds: “It’s a kayak, one of thae sit on tops.”
Why is Nicki not answering her texts! How
long had the wife been dead? Did he have her with
a nice Chianti and some Fava beans? Bollocks, her
supervisor has warned her not to use humour as a
shield.
“That’s a relief, Sir. I am glad you’re
warm. And what’s your name? I think I already
told you mine, it’s Tanya.” Maybe an appeal to his
good manners might work.
“Oh, so sorry,” he apologised, “it’s Rory.
R-u-a-r-a-i-d-h. McGregor.” His voice sounds
calmer now, almost business-like. Gotcha.
“Hi, Ruaraidh. Do you go out on the kayak
a lot?”
“She bought two of them within weeks of
moving here. We have a jetty at the bottom of our
garden.”
Remember your training. Deep breath in,
deep breath out.
“Help me to understand,” she pleads.
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“What happened?”
She texts Ruaraidh McGregor, lives on
Loch Torridon, jetty in garden
“She was sick,” he murmurs, suddenly so
quiet, she has to adjust the volume on her headset.
“She was always going to die, we knew that. You
should have seen her when she told me. Gutsiest
woman I ever met.”
So maybe it was euthanasia? A mercy killing?
“She had made me mince and tatties. My
favourite. She used to put her own spin on it, too,
added some herbs. I was never able to make it
taste the same. She was wearing that dress I loved,
the blue one, really short. She didnae need it, like.
A pretty face suits the dish-cloot. She had great
legs, even at her age, you know, but she was always a wee bitty conscious about that small scar
on her knee. Used to nick it when she shaved her
legs.
“’Pass me the ketchup,’ she said, ‘and by
the way, the cancer is back, and this time there’s
nothing they can do about it, so no use crying over
spilled milk. You’re just going to have to figure it
out without me, Chainey.’ She called me Chainey
because of my red hair. It’s Gaelic. T-e-i-n-e.”
“She sounds like quite a woman.”
“Oh, she was, hen, she was, you’ve no
idea. She used to say she was the cheese and onion
to my salt and vinegar. We were so different,
Beauty and the Heffalump, but when we snuggled
up on the sofa, sharing a bag of crisps, we just
never had any leftovers. Her breath would be
honking but I kissed her anyway. Even in the end,
when she was nothing but a bag of bones, bleeding
gums and mouth wash. She hated me looking after
her, but to be honest…,” he took a sip of something, “it made me feel like a wee hero for a
change. They don’t talk about that in the stories,
the knight in shining armour, scoopin’ up his
loved one, takin’ her to the cludgie. Wipin’ up efter her when she cannae quite make it anymair.
She’d given that cancer a right rammy, but in the
end, … , in the end …”
“She was lucky to have you.”
He hesitates.
“She said that, too. Not in those words,
mind. Left me a note. Included the instructions for
the washing machine and the dish washer. And the
phone number for the local Chinese. Cheeky mare.
She never did like my cooking. And that’s just it. I
tried, but I can’t make it work!”
Her mobile vibrates briefly. Finally, Nicki
is responding. She picks it up. A text from her
mum. Happy holidays, sweet pea, sorry we couldn’t see you again this year. Ibiza is amazing. Wish
you were here. Dad says hi.
“What’s not working, Ruaraidh?”
“The recipes are all wrong. It’s all wrong. She
tried to teach me to cook, but I never had a
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knack for it. Give me a lawn mower to fix
any day. I guess I’m a bit old school.”
Time to get him back on track. “Ruaraidh,
what happened?”
He pauses, and she can hear him sipping.
“She was a wee fighter, lasted three months
longer than they gave her credit for. One night, her
breathin’ got weird, she lay on the sofa, starin’ upwards, mouth wide open, gaspin’ for air. Sun came
up, I woke up, she didnae, and that was that.
“Of course, she had already planned it all
down to the nth degree. Dead classy, like. You know
that Monty Python song, Always Look on the Bright
Side of Life, that one? She wanted that on full volume while her coffin disappeared behind the curtain.
People didnae know whether to cry or whistle along.
Hard to do both.
” It was so fast, so fast, before I knew it, I
was driving home, with her ashes in a little scattering tube, eco-friendly, floral design. She’d bought it
for twenty-four quid online.”

time he felt he was unable to do her justice. He
would eat as much of the flesh as he could, but there
were always bones. Sometimes he would grind them
up and mix them into smoothies. He couldn’t waste
a single gram of her.
“I think I understand,” she lies.
“No, you don’t,” he snaps back, “you don’t
have a scooby. When I eat too much of her, I get
sick and then I throw up. That way all I’ve achieved
is turn my wife into vomit. If I manage to keep her
down long enough, she comes out the other end as
… well, … I can’t hang on to it, I can’t flush it
down the toilet. So I keep it in the garden, in a plastic barrel.
“It was ok in the winter, but now it’s spring, I
hardly catch anything anym…” He stops dead. Then
he exclaims: “Oh, yer fuck!” Tanya hears splashing
sounds.
“Ruaraidh? Ruaraidh? What’s going on?”
“It’s a seal,” he shouts, “one of thae wee
ones, just waiting, staring straight at me, the little
shit, it’s mocking me, the wee fuck, I nearly went in
after her.” Tanya jumps in her seat when she hears
him screaming:
“Gie’s it back, gie’s it back!” His voice has
cracked, then he lets out a growl, more beast than
man. She hears thumping noises, water splashing,
then nothing.

They are silent for a while. Eventually, Tanya asks
“What was her name?”
“Shonagh,” he declares, pride in his voice,
“it was Shonagh. I tried, ye ken, I really did. I
kayaked out on the Loch, just as she telt me. I
opened the tube and scattered the stuff, it was like
icing sugar, just grey. It floated there for a bit, then
it started to sink, just down, like, into the deep black,
where I couldnae see her anymair. And so I plunged
She stares at her display.
the stupid tube into the water again and again to try
Caller disconnected.
and scoop as much of it back up as I could manage,
Tanya has to take a sip of water to wash down
but the damn thing started to fall apart and …”. He a lump in her throat before she picks up her mobile.
sobs. “But I had to get her back, I had to.”
“You said ‘her’, Ruaraidh,” she murmurs,
He tells her how he started to go fishing every “You nearly went in after her.”
day, three times on some days. He would catch
Mackerel by the dozens, smoke them, boil them,
***
grill them, find new and elaborate recipes. Every
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Here Now Nowhere
by Clair Tierney

A winter forest
waiting for a blade
soft talon of spring
pushing up from
sealed ground.
Children climb trees
making each bend
a new room in the arms.
They pull carpets of moss
off the old and big stones
and lay over branches,
fashioning a nest.
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Outdoors takes on a potency
a poetry
the here, now, nowhere
day-white technicolour
technisound,
their sound of playing
pulling me out
from sealed ground.

Spring 2021

Heroic Horse
by Alan Thoburn
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Adrift
by Nadxielli Urquiza-Haas

Image– The Boardwalk by Nadxielli Urquiza-Haas

A pandemic has been announced on the radio. A
novel virus has been found in China, humans
turned vessels, like spores blown outwards by a
violent hurricane. Why is everyone is acting as if
Wuhan is on Mars? The message is replicated over
a thousand waves, crashing into every home: the
news cycle never stops, it only ebbs away gradually until the new tide swells up.
____________________o____________________

Distance is an illusion. Transatlantic spiderwebs
connect lives, even if only through short synapses.
Flights with flickering lights, flocking the skies. It
had only been yesterday when I languished for
hours in Mexico City’s airport. We were locked in
for eleven hours, most of us strangers sharing uncomfortable intimacies. I do not know your name,
but can hear you eat and, we sleep side-by-side.
Sorry, that was my elbow…
I am back in England. Darkness brittles my bones
while slow-motion cloud hover over my lungs.
Breathing is harder these days. Oxygen is scarce,
whether you look at the news as men die chocked
on the ground, or at the faceless sleepers in hospital wards. But safety is not always the same as
breathing. Drowning pushes down monotonous
silent cries: Wake up, shower, work, coffee in
town, back home, sleep. Stay strong, stay healthy,
and shut up.
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____________________o____________________
Distance is an illusion and yet, I yearn for distance
to work like an anaesthetic for the pain of broken
homes. When my dad died five years ago, earthquakes opened the ground, yet we stood together. But grief is a thousand tiny cuts, bleeding heavily at first and then turns into a gentle imperceptible drip. When my dad died, fragmented as we
were, we tied our hands using childhood threads.
But grief travels slowly, a hairline fracture that
grows silently, until one day blood gushes out of
your tongue. And all of a sudden, you are shipwrecked, sliding into sinkholes of black slime,
alone in your thoughts and memories.
____________________o____________________
Screens radiate pain as my eyes melt with bluelight words. We live locked in but not alone. The
news presenter says those with symptoms should
isolate for 14 days. I-so-la-tion. Words are naked
history, looped into quicksand of meanings. Isolated: Insula-insulatus-isolato-isole. An island, to
be made an island, to identify, to separate, to be
lonely atoms atomised.

____________________o____________________
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Imagine a beautiful island. A new home. No one
bothers you, no one demands anything from you,
no pain from being injured by someone who does
not love you or does not agree with you. No need
to decide how to act together. You are sovereign.
After all, islands with other people usually end in
disaster. Remember Lord of the Flies? “Which is
better--to have laws and agree, or to hunt and
kill?” Many prefer the latter: do not bother us
with your laws; if I am going to be injured, I
would rather do it by my own hand, and if an intruder seeks refuge here, I would defend myself
and this land, where I govern alone and only for
myself.
So much easier, right?

This island is dead. The swallows have fallen from
the sky, feathered lifeless lumps on the ground.
Worms gather around them.
If only I knew how to grow life.
__________________o_____________________
Loneliness unleashes violent processes of disfiguration. Castaways may be free but at the cost of
a grotesque body without roots, hands of sand
vanishing with every wave, and a voice choking
up under a mountain of debris: Dying of hunger,
thirst and madness. Invincibility, invulnerability…
fantasies of the sovereign man caught in a delirium of his own creation.

___________________o____________________
“Grandmother? Is that you?” Acids cascade inside
my stomach, I clench my teeth as my abdomen
contracts violently from hunger.
I wake up in a jolt, with hands quivering uncontrollably. Shipwrecked sailors suffered delirium
after severing all ties with the human and material world. Wilting under the sun as plants are no
longer turned into flesh; air stagnant in rigid vocal
chords. Lungs overflowing: locked in panic,
locked out the world. If only I could give life, to
give breath, to wake up the world.
This island is dead, typhoons have wrecked what
was left of my home, and the lagoon is now a
cauldron of rotting trees. Silence plagues my
mind so that I startle myself hearing my own
voice.

No man is an island but being together is also unbearable at times. An impossible ambivalence
that has never been solved in thought. You would
have to touch skin to know…
We are not an island. We are an archipelago,
fragments washed away into small pieces, crashing into each other with swelling tides, rolling onto beds of sand under moonlit gardens. We
hatched out of ageless volcanoes, growing and
dying into timeless puzzles of nourishment and
excretion.
We are not islands. We are an archipelago, sleeping over shimmering algae, bound to each other
through umbilical strings sewn into coral reef forests. Please, believe when I say: Even if we cannot touch, I have not forgotten you. Hang on a
little longer, I am waiting for the rising tide…
***
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Coming Unravelled
by Sue Davnall
Unravelling. Losing the plot. Coming apart at the
seams.
Some of the words my friends have used
to describe their experiences of lockdown this
year. My pal Julie, for example.
‘You’ve no idea what it’s like, Mia. I could
maybe just about cope with working from home,
crouched over that crappy kitchen table cos
Matt’s too stingy to buy me a proper desk. But it’s
doing my head in trying to fit in the kids’ schooling on top of everything else, never mind stopping them tearing up the house when I’m on a
work call. You’re so lucky you don’t have kids.’
I thought Matt and Julie would have enjoyed spending more time with their children...
They were always complaining pre-covid
about how little quality time they had together as
a family when they had to commute for work. But
it appears that the grass isn’t greener after all.
Mind you, more than thirty minutes in the company of young Chloe and Benjy would have me
throwing a pot plant through the window too.
Yes, that really happened, according to Matt anyway. Luckily, the window was open at the time.
Then there’s Beth. Super-disciplined, figure-of-a-goddess Beth. Up at 5am for a six-mile
run before her commute up to the City, an hourlong session at the gym every lunchtime and triathlons just about every weekend. And now? Two
stone heavier with a serious alcohol problem and
an addiction to home baking. Lives on her own
and has to eat everything herself before it goes
stale. Or so she says. Of course I’m not gloating.
Not at all. She’s a very dear friend.
George and Lizzie Brown next door are
Zoom refuseniks, and I admire them for it. For
most of us, the steady cycle of work meetings,
coffee mornings and heavily lubricated Friday
night quizzes have taken their toll on our eyesight, our posture and our livers. The Browns
drew a line in the sand early on in a bid to keep
their health and sanity. Sadly, their enforced
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dependence on each other for company means
that they’re both now ready to commit murder in
the most ingeniously horrible ways. I know that
because Lizzie told me so the other day: her chosen weapon is George’s golf club and she’s not
going to hit him with it.
You’re probably wondering about me by
now. Well, I haven’t got kids, I was never a fitness
fiend, I have no problem with Zooming and I
don’t have to deal with the annoying habits of a
dearly beloved. So, while I listen diplomatically to
my pals as they offload on WhatsApp (or, in the
case of Lizzie, over the garden fence), I feel blissfully free of the trials of a lockdown existence. In
fact, I’ve positively enjoyed the experience.

I should explain that I’m a writer. Spending time alone is the norm for me. I lose myself
for weeks in the world I’m creating for my current
project. That is, I do when time allows. I’m still
trying to find the right publisher for my epic saga
Warlords of Wisbech – I know I’ll get there in the
end, J K Rowling was turned down seventeen
times before she hit the jackpot – and in the
meantime I keep a roof over my head with a tedious little office admin job. Lockdown has been a
gift: apart from the odd online meeting I’ve been
able to devote myself entirely to my writing. Yes,
an unravelling, but a welcome one, a freeing from
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the bonds of my previous existence which in turn
has released the full force of my creative powers.

I didn’t hear the outcome but there’s a
murder waiting to happen, don’t you think?

Shall I tell you a little of my latest work?
It’s fairly under-developed as yet but I can give
you a flavour. You might even be able to advise
me on a couple of the plot twists.

The other useful development, from a potential killer’s point of view, is the springing up of
a host of unregulated services. So many people
baking in their kitchens and selling their wares on
local social media sites, so many purveyors of
home-made beauty products! How difficult could
it be to intercept the supply chain, the deliveries
left unattended on customers’ doorsteps, and introduce an appropriately lethal substance?

In short, I have been turning over ideas for
some time on how to commit the perfect murder.
Hardly original, you’re thinking, and you’re right.
But the reading public has an insatiable appetite
for the dark and gruesome. I was taken with the
idea of something contemporary, in a lockdown
setting in fact. You’d think that committing a crime
in such circumstances would be harder, with everyone at home most of the time and getting more
involved in each other’s lives. But that in itself
offers new opportunities.
The first thing I noticed was that folk living
in the same street who had hardly exchanged a
word in decades started calling round to check up
on each other, deliver groceries, exchange misdirected Amazon parcels. More interaction means
more possibilities for fallings out, the bringing out
into the open of long-nurtured resentments. I was
in the garden the other day when I overheard the
following conversation.
‘Oi! You! Chappie in the blue jumper. What
have you done to my forsythia?’
‘Trimmed it back. The bits overhanging my
garden. Like I always do, every year.’
‘You lunatic! You’ve killed it!’
‘You’ve never complained before.’
‘That’s not the point! I’ve never caught you
red-handed before. I’ve always been at work.’
‘Well tough. It’s dropping leaves all over
my hot tub.’
‘I couldn’t give a toss about your hot tub. If
that forsythia dies I’ll…I’ll…’
‘You’ll what?’
‘I’ll come round and I’ll sort you out.’
‘Oh yeah? You and whose army, grandpa?’
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Tell me, dear reader, what would you find
more convincing? A murderous baker or a sinister
delivery driver? At what stage of the proceedings
should I introduce the fatal dose? Or doses: perhaps I should go all out for a serial killer.
Now, I have to confess that I have already
carried out a small amount of practical research: it
goes without saying that a good author should
always test the plausibility of his or her plot line. I
borrowed a couple of recipes from Beth and tried
my hand at a Victoria sponge and some fairy
cakes. They turned out rather better than I expected, and when I posted some pictures online I
received a most gratifying response.

Next, I looked into the lethal properties of
various common household substances. I didn’t
want to make life difficult for my murderer by requiring him to obtain, say, a Novichok agent. I
eventually settled on rat poison; a bit of a cliché, I
know, but easy to obtain and to administer. I experimented with a small amount in a crumbled-up
fairy cake on the bird table and was rewarded
with two dead pigeons and a parakeet. I felt quite
sad about the parakeet: such a pretty bird, I love
to see them in the garden.
Then I needed to find out how much might be
needed for a larger creature. George and Lizzie
own a decrepit old tabby that pees on my lawn
and dumps dying mice on the step outside my
kitchen door: I knew I would be doing them a favour by helping it along its way to the Great Cat
Litter in the Sky. Unfortunately, I underestimated
the amount and found the mangy creature vomiting copiously behind the shed: a loose stone in
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the rockery resolved the problem and also gave
me an idea of where to dispose of the body. I
was more successful with the vicar’s mutt – I
lobbed a well-laced sausage over the hedge
when he was lolloping round his garden. The
dog, obviously, not the vicar. (Almost) instant
success!
I confess that I am now terribly excited at
the prospect of completing the final stage of my
research. The book that follows will be my best
ever: so vivid, so true to life.

Photo by Karen Hine
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Back To The Beginning
by Helena Nwaokolo

In searching for the end
The beginning was found
Before its unravelling
Her life was tightly bound
Around itself
In random layers of tracks
Not chosen or planned
With misplaced hope just travelling
But loose paths fell away
Safe routes were obscured

Steps faltered at
Faces grinning through the layers.
Decades on
Reflections in life’s foliage
Showed a face of someone strong
Who could travel

“Love” by Fitzblocksberg Illustrations

Not to an end
But back to a beginning.
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Going Loco down Westward Ho!
by Sally Kidd

Lockdown Day One.
This will be fine. Ben and Amy have work set by
their teachers and I have a schedule. I can do
this. I’m an account manager with hundreds of
clients who I regularly meet with to organise their
needs. I have a computer and internet and telephones, so the outside world is not far away.
Rang Mum to check she was Ok. Of course,
I am she said. and asked me why. I told her I was
checking on all the older people like they said to
do on the television and she put the phone down.
Honestly you just can’t help some people!
Current stock: 15 loo rolls, 2 bags of flour (age
unknown) 4 eggs, 4 bottles of wine.

important clients when there was a loud crash
followed by a bang; then all the electricity went
off. Turns out that the wireless telephone/
television remote control blew up during a heated argument about which channel to have on –
Joe Wicks or CBeebies.
Mr. Evans, next door but one is seventyeight and I’ve offered to collect his repeat prescriptions for him. Makes me feel like I’m achieving something which is more than I can say about
home-schooling or trying to help my mum.
Current stock: 10 loo rolls (two were used in biology experiments), 1.5 bags of flour, 2 eggs. 2
bottles of wine

Lockdown Day Four.
I don’t know what they pay teachers, but it isn’t
enough. Ben is not interested in his Maths or English assignments and refuses to do them. I told
him if he didn’t do them, I would switch off the
television. He refused. I followed through on my
threat. He managed to re-configure the wireless
telephone to control the television. Does this
counts as science?
Amy has become obsessed with Joe
Wicks’ workouts and moved all the furniture to
the sides of the lounge. I was trying to discuss an
upgrade on their account with one of my more
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Lockdown Day Seven.
Obviously, we are all going lockdown crazy. Decided today that we would all go for a nice long
walk to relieve this. Got lost. Had no idea there
were so many footpaths in this area. Started following the one we use to walk to school (when
it’s not raining or we’re not late or the children
don’t have lots of cooking ingredients to take in)
but saw another family approaching and had to
divert to avoid meeting them. This took us
through a run-down part of the town I’ve not
seen before. Saw two young men meet up (a lot
closer than six feet), they talked for a bit and then
one handed over a load of cash to the other before receiving a small, clear packet with some
white powder in return. I don’t think it was flour,
neither of them looked like bakers. I was trying
to distract Ben and Amy from this illegal activity
when Ben called out to them “Alright Josh, Jake?”
They waved and fist pumped him in return.
When I asked him who they were he said they
were older boys at his school. Must talk to the
Headmaster when this is all over.
Current stock: 6 loo rolls, 1 bag of flour, 0 eggs,
no wine.

up or a precious bag of flour, but he says she left
it up to the pupils – idiot!

The manager of one of my main accounts
rang back and said they were cancelling their order for the foreseeable future. He said that conducting business with a woman who clearly wasn’t able to organise her own life so that she could
find make up and clean clothes didn’t inspire confidence in our service. Well, he didn’t actually say
that, but he did mutter something about since
conducting his business in video meetings he had
realised there were so many other options to explore. Possibly Amy sticking her head around the
door whilst wearing all of my make up at once
may have had some sort of influence on his decision. We wrote ‘Drama’ in her school diary.
Current stock: 2 loo rolls, 0 bags of flour, 0 eggs,
no wine.

Lockdown Day Fourteen.
Due to the non-existence of stock we are heading
out to the shops. Fully prepared, we have gloves,
hand sanitiser and facemasks. None of the neighbours recognised us and Mrs Little who is our
neighbourhood watch representative said she’d
call the police if she saw us around here again.
Had to take my mask off to prove to her who we
were.
Lockdown Day Thirteen.
I don’t know what they pay teachers, but it’s too
much. I need to re-paint the stairwell. Ben assured me it was an experiment his teacher had
set him about gravity. I’m pretty sure the weights
she had asked him to use were not tomato ketchMakarelle
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Had to queue to get into Tesco, not sure
why we bothered. No loo rolls, no flour, no eggs.
Ben wanted baked beans, but I’m worried about
the lack of loo rolls, so said ‘no’ to that. I stocked
up on kitchen rolls. I’ll get the children
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to cut them into squares. See that’s the Blitz
spirit. Managed to get bread and cakes so flour
and egg situation temporarily sorted. Also
bought three boxes of wine.
Got home to find I had missed a call from
my boss. Told him I was collecting the repeat
prescription for Mr. Evans, but he didn’t seem
impressed. If I don’t get some new accounts I’m
going to be facing a pay cut; or worse.
Current stock: 10 rolls of kitchen paper, 0 bags
of flour, 0 eggs, 3 boxes of wine.

best to resist cutting it myself.

Lockdown Day Twenty.

Current stock: 200 squares of kitchen roll (some
blood stained), 0 bags of flour, 0 eggs and 1.5
boxes of wine

Not had much time to write in this journal since
my last entry. Ben cut his hand badly whilst
cutting loo roll squares out of the kitchen roll.
Had to hold on in a queue to talk to someone at
the NHS 111 helpline for over half an hour. By
the time the voice said we were 45th in the
queue the bleeding had stopped, so I washed it,
smothered it in Savlon and wrapped it with precious kitchen roll. Rang my Mum who said that’s
what she would have done when I was little.
Only took five minutes talking to her. Easier
than the NHS, but I’ve still got a scar on my arm
from a cut which the school nurse said should

have been stitched when I got back from the
summer holidays – so not completely sure
mum’s advice is sound.

Lockdown Day Twenty-Three.

My boss rang today. He looked visibly startled
when I answered the call, but I did have orange
crayon on my face, so I suppose it’s not surprising. He asked how things were going. Just doing
a ‘welfare’ chat as he called it. I told him we
were fine but that the only time I really got to
work was around nine at night or six in the
mornings as home-schooling the children was
taking up a lot more time than I had anticipated.
He seemed surprised at this and asked me how I
had managed to sign up such a large new account at these times. Of course, I played along
and said I found ways around the problem. No
idea what he’s talking about, but Amy looked
sheepish in the background. I asked her about
it, and she said she had spoken to a nice man on
the telephone and said all the things she’d heard
me say until he agreed to try our services. She
said his name was Mr Bannerman. Mr Bannerman! He’s the one client everyone has been trying to close for years and my twelve-year-old
daughter has managed it. Question is: do I admit
this to my boss?
Current stock: 54 squares of kitchen roll, 0 bags
of flour, 0 eggs, 1 box of wine.

Hair now the longest it’s ever been. Have
looked up recipes for home shampoo on-line but
most needed eggs so no good. Am doing my
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Lockdown Day Twenty-Five.

Current stock: 32 squares of kitchen roll, 0 bags of
flour, 0 eggs and .25 boxes of wine.

bread. I have set Amy up with my work account
and have given her a list of clients. My hair
makes Rapunzel look like she just didn’t try hard
enough and my only make up consists of colouring crayons. My manicured nails from
Lucy’s have all gone. I think one may have got
lost when I was kneading the dough – hope I get
that slice or the kids will complain. I am now a
home schooler and a home bread maker and gardener extraordinaire. And the successful business
account manager who had all her stuff together?
Who dressed in suits from Next and went to the
gym twice a week and only saw her children
when she collected them from the child minder?
She’s gone. Not sure if she’ll be coming back.

Lockdown Day Thirty.

Current stock: 10 loo roll, 4 bags of flour, a dozen
eggs and no wine.

Have decided to keep the fact that my twelveyear-old daughter signed the amazingly wealthy
Mr Bannerman to our services to myself. We
need the money and I’m sure it will be fine.
Mum rang, she’s organised a local shopping
community pick-up group and wanted to know if
I’d like to join. I was going to say no, but then she
mentioned they have eggs and flour and there
are rumours of toilet roll coming in soon, so I
signed up. Delivery is Tuesday.

The shopping arrived today. Whoo Hoo, eggs,
flour AND toilet rolls. Just in time. Ben used the
last square of kitchen roll this morning. Now that
the flour has turned up I’m making my own
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Three Dogs
by Alan Thoburn

The image of the dogs is inspired by ’Rose, Shamrock and Thistle’ by Richard S. Moseley (1843—1914)
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Who Parents The Parents?
by R. E. Loten

‘You still can. I won’t be long.’
She pushed her chair away from the table
and pointed at the laptop screen.
‘Her work’s all there on the website.’
Inside the bathroom Nina turned the shower on then took a deep breath and leaned her
head against the door for a moment, fighting
against the threatening tears. Why is it always me
that has to give? Why is my work less important
than his? She knew why: money. It still wasn’t fair
though. Lucy was a good kid, but she needed constant supervision to get through the work. If they
didn’t do it, the school would be on to them,
checking everything was ok. They’d done that the
first week.

‘My turn CH-O-P, chop. Your turn.’
‘CH-O-P, chop.’
‘My turn, SH-I-P, ship. Your turn.’
‘SH-I-P, ship.’
‘My turn F-U-CK, fuck. O-FF, off.’
This last was inside Nina’s head rather
than on the home-learning video her five-year-old
daughter was watching. She wondered if the
teachers were ever tempted to say this as they
had their clothes tugged by sticky hands and listened to the incessant whining of the children in
their class. She didn’t know how they did it. She
could barely cope with one five-year-old, let
alone thirty of the little darlings.
Her husband ambled past on his way to the
fridge.
‘You’re doing so well darling. Very good,’ he
said.
‘Patronising bastard,’ Nina thought, before
realising he was probably talking to their daughter rather than her.

‘Everything’s fine,’ Nina lied when Mrs Edwards
rang. ‘Lucy’s had such fun, I just forgot to upload
the pictures, that’s all.

‘Could you do this with her for a little bit so
I can get a shower?’ she called through the open
kitchen door.

The reality of that first week was Lucy sobbing because she couldn’t see her friends and her
teacher, while Nina tried to be a caring parent at
the same time as having a Zoom meeting with her
boss, while her silenced mobile buzzed with angry
texts from Steven hiding upstairs in the study.
Can you get her to stop that infernal wailing. I’m
trying to write a report and I can’t concentrate.
What the fuck did he think she was trying to do?
She’d noticed she swore a lot more

‘Sorry darling,’ he said, ‘I’ve got another
meeting in twenty minutes.’
‘That’s okay,’ Nina said. ‘I can be quick.’
‘But I wanted to make a cup of tea to have
in the meeting.’
Nina gritted her teeth.
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nowadays but reassured herself it was only
in her head until yesterday when Lucy had
knocked her drink over and shouted, ‘Shit’ at
full volume while Steven was on the phone
to a client.
There was a knock on the bathroom
door.
‘Nina? I can’t work out what she’s
meant to do and my meeting starts soon.’
Nina looked in the mirror. A blurry
smudge peered back at her through the
mist. She felt more like her reflection than a
real person: slightly out of focus, smeared
around the edges and somehow not quite
there. She’d been completely consumed by
Home-Schooling Mum. Nina the person no
longer existed. Nina wondered if she ever
really had. Was there more to her than
mum, wife, cook, cleaner? She thought there

Photo by Jane Langan

might have been once. She touched the face in the mirror and a single droplet slid down the glass from
the corner of its eye.
Steven knocked on the door again.
‘Nina, seriously! I’ve got a meeting. Hurry up!’
The shower would have to wait. She could feel herself unravelling, patience and sense of self unspooling in tandem. Time was running out for the person she used to be and there was nowhere to run.
She sank to the floor, hands over her ears while Steven pounded on the other side of the door.
‘Nina. Nina? Nina!’
***
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Lockdown Wool
by Lily Lawson
out the door. Unlike War it was unclear who the
enemy was and where an attack might come
from. It took me a long time to relax and realise
that if everyone was careful, the odds were, they
would be ok.
I got to grips with Zoom, caught up with my uni
work and even managed to record some of my
poems and songs to share privately. My writing
did suffer from a lack of attention at times but
thankfully it didn’t desert me completely.
My insecurity had other ideas and would not
leave me alone. I lost some people completely
and some wisely put distance between us.

I entered lockdown after emerging from a fog of
grief following my Mam’s death. After the reality
of the situation sunk in, I went into panic mode. I
felt sure that this Covid beast would take away
everyone I cared about.
My main concern was for my Dad. He was determined to carry on as normal. I tried to reason that
he was being careful.

My anxiety would not let me relax if anyone I
cared about displayed any deviation from normal
communication levels until they got in touch or
posted on social media. In some cases, I managed
to get an agreement from people that they would
communicate in a regular pattern and what steps
I could take to check on them if they broke the
pattern.

My Dad had a mini stroke. The hardest part was
not being able to see him. He recovered well. I
never doubted he would make it; my concern was
whether it would take away his independence.
One of my closest writing friends got the virus.
She was her amazing, inspirational self. It is unclear how it will affect her in the long term but
she survived that’s the important thing.
My time in lockdown has given me experiences I
would never have had otherwise. I saw people in
a different light. I did a fair bit of unravelling.
Unravelling sounds messy, the image I have is a
ball of wool rolling across the floor. You roll the
ball back up again, trying to secure it so it doesn’t
happen again.

It was only for a few weeks; the risk would diminish or treatment would be found so it wasn’t fatal. These were my naïve thoughts. I saw it as a
pneumonia strain. I knew lockdown would last
longer than the original broadcast stated. I figured as it takes 21 days to form a habit that time
frame had been chosen to lead with and after 21
days, we would be told how long it would be. I
never imagined this!
My life wasn’t affected too much beyond my concern for my friends and family. It was weird to
feel that they were in danger just by venturing
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In life when we unravel it starts slowly, we may
not even notice it at first, or we may recognise it
and deny it even to ourselves. We think by ignoring it, we can pretend it never happened.

I have unravelled several times in the past. I examined what I thought were the causes and promised
myself I would not let it happen again. It did, just
differently.
A bit like clearing a garden of weeds, unless you
dig them out by the roots they will just come back.
It takes longer to do that. You may have to turn
the garden over to make sure you have removed
any old roots that were missed in previous weeding sessions.
I tidied up my unravelled wool in a somewhat
careless fashion, thinking one day I would get back
to it and do it properly if it really needed that. The
balls got messed up in the box and got tangled
with each other. It got completely out of hand.

worth keeping and what belonged in the bin. I didn’t always do this alone. In some cases, the ‘help’
created another mess but even that helped me
see what the wool was worth. I was fortunate to
have the assistance of some professionals and
some very caring amateurs who had learnt
through their own experiences. Their suggestions
and patience in trying to teach me have made the
process easier than it might have been.
Unravelling can be a positive experience. It has led
me back in the direction of who I was before the
initial unravelling took place.
As we unravel our lives and examine them, we see
the repeated patterns. We have to be brave and
unravel all the wool before we can see what we
can make with the good bits. We may need to buy
more wool, this time carefully chosen. There is no
guarantee we won’t make a mess again. If we do,
we know what steps to take to sort it out. It is
easier one ball at a time.

Over the last few years, I have been trying to unravel it all properly to really see what wool was

***

Swarm
by Suzanne L. Burn
In my brain, the deafening drone
from high in the baobab tree.
Cells crammed full with seething black
bodies on transparent wings,
So dense, blighting an African sun
fight or flight, nowhere to run,
survival relies on reflexes
falling to the ground, curling tightly

like an unborn child
cocooned in the womb.
The swarm surges down, pulsing
threatening, like a throbbing mass of fury
undulating just inches above barely any room to breathe, I play dead
as day turns to night, only my dreams
will set me free.

Note from the author: “I’ve taken inspiration for this poem from Sylvia Plath’s bee poems, and my childhood in Africa. Swarm
is a metaphor for my anxiety which can be crippling at times, and this is when I start
to unravel. I frequently need to block out my fears which are so often unfounded, yet so real. “
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by Anne Hill, based on sculptures created by Ryan Saunders
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Between Two Worlds
by D.H.L. Hewa

How could I not be scared?

There’s a stealthy silent enemy moving
amongst us. Hiding within friends, and family. A
single hug, the touch of a hand, any human contact having the potential to kill or maim us. It’s
three months after the man behind the lectern
gives his permission, but I still feel like I’m facing
a pack of hungry lions in a colosseum. We’ve already cancelled two holidays this year.
The leaves on the trees are changing to red,
yellow, orange, and brown, as our last booked
break of the year approaches. Should we leave
the safety of our home? Venture out to accommodation vacated by the previous occupants only
hours before? Should we trust our health to the
vigilance of the cleaning crew? My father-in-law
used to say that if you live your life being scared,
you may as well lock your front door and throw
away the key. Remembering this, we make our
decision.
It’s the day after our arrival in Devon.
Juddered awake by the flickering blue lights
of the television, and my husband’s latop, I pull
the duvet over my head. It’s six thirty in the
morning. Breakfast is served in bed, but no, it’s
not to give me a lie-in, but to get me up and
ready. Ready to make the most of the weather
which is forecast dry for the morning. Ready to
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make use of the fact that there’s no live firing today. Ready for my first ever, in fact our first ever
sojourn into the depths of Dartmoor.
‘We need to leave by eight or eight-thirty.’
My husband, aka the holiday planner and
activities manager has got the ten day itinerary.
‘Can’t we leave later?’ I ask, sitting up, and
pulling the covers up to my chin.
‘Not if we want to be back by lunchtime.
Before the showers…’ he says.
For goodness sake. We haven’t even unpacked properly yet, and he wants to be off out.
It’s already quarter past seven! Puffing out a
loud, long deep breath, I pull back the covers
fiercely, stomping out of bed. Rushing through my
morning routine, I push up the suitcase lids,
letting them go with a bang as I throw on my
walking clothes, whilst hubby gets our snacks
ready. Rushing out, we stumble across a family of
blue-green peacocks, the only other early morning risers. Strutting slowly, oblivious to social distancing and sanitising, they wander the highly
landscaped grounds. Quietly, quietly, we move
around them. Getting into our Mazda, we stir it to
life. Negotiating farmers on tractors and quads,
and cars doing morning school runs, we finally
arrive at our destination.
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Only one other car there.

pole—it slides straight down.

Empty of occupants.

‘Bloody hell, stupid cheap piece of shit,’ I

‘That’s our destination,’ husband says,
pointing at a hill in the distance.
It looks innocuous. Nowhere near the
height or steepness of Scottish mountains. A gentle amble is in store.
Stepping out of the car, I raise my head,
letting the wan October rays caress my face.

So quiet.

say.

‘What’s happened?’ hubby asks.
‘It’s not tightening properly and gone back
down.’
I wave my stick in the air.
Stretching out his hand, hubby steadies my
skip on to sturdier ground.
‘Let me see,’ he says, taking my pole off me.

So tranquil.

‘Trouble is, you never test your equipment
before
you
set
off,’
he
grumbles.

Togging up, I pick up my trekking pole, bought for
a mere ten pounds. Bargain. Hubby gathers his
camera and map.

‘Putting your waterproofs on already?’ he
asks.
‘Thought you said it would be soggy,’ I reply.

Oh, so it’s all my fault that something doesn’t do
what it’s supposed to. Biting my lip, I give him my
best glare which hits a stone wall, as he fiddles
with the damn thing.
‘You’ve broken it,’ he says.
‘I haven’t!’

Shrugging, he stares at the map in his hand.
He knows the real me. Hating to put on leggings
whilst underway.
‘Come on then,’ I call, striding off, grinning.
The route initially along a path, is dry. Waterproof bottoms probably a bit overkill. Entering
a field, we squelch through the water running
down it. Wish I’d brought wellingtons.
Aha. A stream. Test my new stick. Have to
find a way across. Hubby’s already on the other
side,
‘Be careful, just got a boot full of water,’ he
says.
‘Cheers,’ I reply.

‘Thanks,’ I reply.
Winding our way around the mire, we
trudge, tutting at each change of course. Reaching the bottom of the summit, we go up, up, up.
One highland cattle, miles away from home,
watches us through its lock down fringe. A herd
of black cows stare askance as we advance.
Scrunching grass and gravel, we reach the top.
Ravens glide and soar, jet black shapes above us.
‘Look, a flagpole, they put a red flag on
there when there’s live firing,’ hubby says,
pointing at the empty contraption.
He always keeps me well informed.

‘Might be better to extend your stick to full
length,’ he advises.
I pull the bottom part. It comes off. Quickly
pressing it back in, I twist the catch, tightening it.
Choosing where I want to cross—I move from tussock to tussock—but as I lean my weight into the
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Standing together next to the grey flagpole,
we catch our breath, taking in the expansive
views.
‘Choice of routes now. Through that boulder field, or down the back of the slope,’ hubby
says.
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‘Down the back,’ I say, looking at the vast expanse of unremitting grey stone.
Edging our way slowly down the steep back
of the hill, we finally make it to level ground.
Squelching, we move on, watched by bored
black cattle. Best keep my head down. Been
chased by calves on a walk along The Ridgeway
path before now. Concentrating hard, I lose sight
of hubby. Getting splashed, clambering over
small rivulets, balancing precariously on top of
mossy stones and knitting needle tussocks, sinking, slipping on slushy mud. It’s only when I
stop—find myself all alone in the middle of a vast
expanse of moor—listening to a fast flowing
stream—seeing rolling hills and a few skeleton
bramble bushes in the distance that Sherlock
Holmes and the hound come to mind. Shivering, I
pull up the collar of my fleece. Then walk, walk,
walk. Oh. Thank God. There’s hubby, waving his
arms, pointing at the best way to get to him.
‘The path has disappeared,’ he says, as I
catch up.
‘It’s not me then,’ I grin back.
‘Let’s go down towards the stream. We can
follow that back,’
Clambering down, now every step is a tussock. I go back up. More tussocks. My teeth grind.
My knees groan. Stopping every three steps to
pull my knee guards back up from around my ankles, I stem the scream rising in my throat. Seeing
a sheep track, I battle my way back down. Stepping gingerly along the grassy clusters of the
quaggy trail—I meander—falling further and further behind. Looking up, I see hubby waiting for
me on the slope ahead. Rushing forwards, I head
straight toward a monumental bog.
No way.
Straight through?
Go to the right on to steep-sided tussocks?

bog will appreciate my weight.
‘Nooooooo!’
My left foot slides off a moving clump, entering the mud. Ugh. Water bubbles into my
boot. Pressing my right foot into a tussock, I jerk
my left foot.
Splash.
The walking stick slips off into the peat, followed
closely by my right foot.
‘Oh no!!!!!’
I pull my left hand out of the water. Grabbing the nearest bit of solid earth, I push down,
and rise up. Heaving back a sob, dripping, I squish
up to hubby. Sky blue eyes wide, he stands prickling by my side.

‘It’s horrible. Thought it was going to be an
easy walk,’ I whimper.
‘Right. I’ll go on my own next time,’ hubby
shouts, hotfooting it off.
Pursing my lips, I trudge behind, eyes stinging wet, until I see hubby contemplating the river.

‘It looks easier on the other side, but there’s
no way across,’ he says.
We search upstream, then down. The deafening torrential roar taunts us. Just have to carry
on as we are. Scrambling down a rocky fern
strewn path, at long, long last, we reach the valley bottom.
‘Right. Better change your clothes before
you get cold,’ hubby says.
I now see a muddy purple fleece, dripping
brown hands. Pulling off my now brown pack, I
dump it on the nearest cement coloured rock.
Fleece, jumper, long sleeve top, is nothing sacred
to that bog? My teeny pink t-shirt is the only top
that’s dry.

Go to the left and slip into a raging river?

‘Got a towel? Spare clothes?’ hubby asks.

What choice?

‘No,’ I whisper.

Inching forwards, I pick which lumps in the

‘Brought an empty pack?’
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‘Have a few thing…’ I mumble.

bed.

Yes I do, Scarf, gloves, waterproof top, two
packets of wet wipes, bottle of water, wallet,
purse, mobile phone, sun cream, sun hat. All very
useful, other than if one falls in a bog.

Putting one booted foot into his trousers, he
teeters on the other.

Removing my clothes on the now chilly hillside, I
use the dry edges of my dripping clothes to wipe
myself down. Opening the wet wipes, I scrub at
the stubborn mud and grit on my hands and lower
arms.
‘You’d be better washing in the river,’ hubby
pronounces.

‘Sit on the rock, and pull them on,’ I instruct.
‘I’ll get my walking trousers wet,’ he retorts.
‘You’re wet now anyway.’
I take a deep, deep breath, and hold it.
Losing his balance, hubby knocks off his
glasses, sending them somersaulting into the rumbling river. Bending into the coursing water, he
grabs, stemming their journey downstream.

‘What? Balance on those stones and fall in?’
I squeak.
Honestly!!!
‘You’ll be cold. Take my fleece,’ hubby says,
getting ready to take it off.
‘No. One of us needs to stay warm. My waterproof top will keep the wind off.’
Grateful that there are no other walkers
about, I change my attire. Munching banana, and
chocolate, we look at what’s ahead. A boulder
field, stretching far into the distance. Great. We
climb up one side, and down the other—step into
and out of root holes—up again, down again. Using both hands to grab at trees, bushes, edge of
boulders, my now not so great bargain of a stick
helps just enough. Sliding on my bottom off slippery large boulders—I totter and stumble. There’s
not so much as a smooth straight path in sight.
‘You’re right about your walking stick. I’ve
just seen the bottom half of another one, in a
bog,’ hubby chuckles.

Hey, they’re cleaner than they went in,’ he

‘See, told you,’ I smirk.

says.

Chortling together we continue our journey.
The rising wind whips our faces, as the sky turns
brooding, darkening the landscape. The rain
makes an early entrance, pelting our cheeks. I pull
my hood up tight around my face.
‘I’d better put my waterproofs on. Can you
hold the map and camera?’ hubby says, chucking
his pack down on a flattish rock next to the river
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‘Well done. Never seen you move that fast,’
I cackle.

‘At least I didn’t go down like a wobbly,
shaky skittle in slow motion,’ hubby chuckles.
***
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Saved Marriage
by G.S.
I was immediately nervous, first date nervous! I
quickly downed my red wine. I felt I needed courage. His sparkling brown eyes were smoldering as
he gained the courage to fix them on me, and I
quite suddenly remembered why I was so attracted to him. My face felt like it was burning red. My
heart thudded wildly because I remembered
what he was capable of doing to me. I wanted
him to do it. I took a calm, shaky breath and
smiled.
“Is something the matter?” he said, looking concerned.
“No,” I said, shaking my head.

I looked cautiously at the stranger sitting at the
other side of the table, quietly eating his food. I
felt his quick, curious eyes on me as I looked
down. None of us dared to stare too long for fear
of rejection. We had both been equally guilty of
rejecting each other for a long time now. Years of
being stuck in a cycle of shift work, stress, anxiety
and tiredness. Sex was practically nonexistent.
We moved on each other like robots, with no
feelings, because we both felt we had to ‘fit it in’
to our schedules.
Six years since that first passionate kiss, four
years since our beautiful wedding. We were so
passionately in love. I had never had time to think
about just how much things had changed, until
now. Did we even know each other anymore? Did
we even like each other? Did I love this man in
front of me?

He bit his bottom lip and beckoned me over with
his index finger. I sat frozen to the chair. I did not
know what was wrong with me. He looked a bit
dejected.
“I’m just a bit nervous,” I said, thinking it best to
be honest.
“Why? It’s just me,” he said, raising his shoulders
and laughing.
“It hasn’t been ‘just us’ for so long. I’m scared you
won’t like me anymore,” I said, sheepishly.
“We will see about that,” he said, raising one eyebrow and disappearing under the table.
“Chris, Christopher, what are you doing?” I
laughed nervously, but at the same time wanted
him so badly.
I felt his hands slowly run up the sides of my hips
and under my dress. He tugged the sides of my

Lockdown came rushing into our lives like some
sort of therapist and we had both been told to
work from home. For the first couple of days, we
had been busy setting up equipment, so our
workplaces were ready. Now it was the weekend.
Usually, we would be out in a restaurant with our
friends, letting their chat drown out and distract
us from each other. Instead, we were alone, our
doors closed to the outside world.
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underwear down. He pulled my hips forward unexpectedly, my back resting now against the back
of the chair. I felt his warm hands on my knees as
he steadily parted my thighs. His warm lips began
kissing and teasing my intimate part. His tongue
moving on me, in me, causing an intense feeling I
had forgotten I could feel. I arched my back and
moved my hand under the tablecloth and into his
thick blonde curls. I groaned and thrusted trying
to push myself further into his mouth. I felt his
fingers join in as he guided them inside me. My
body couldn’t take the excitement anymore and I
came helplessly into him.
I caught my breath as he pushed my chair slowly
backwards and stood looking seductively down at
me. I wanted to give him what he had just given
me. I unzipped him and tugged everything down,
taking him inside my mouth. He groaned, wrapping his hand around my hair as I picked up
speed, but he didn’t let me finish. He wasn’t
ready to finish like this. He lifted me under the
arms and turned me backwards so that my
buttock rested against the table edge. Leaning
over my shoulder, he began to move the plates,
letting them crash to the ground. l leaned back
eagerly helping him, feeling liberated.
He lifted me up onto the table, I took in his manly, musky scent, sending my desire for him wild. I
unbuttoned his shirt impatiently, throwing it to
the side then pulled his shoulders down on top of
me as I lay back on my forearm. He moved his
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hand up my body, reaching and pulling down the
front of my dress, releasing my breasts. He
cupped and massaged them as he pushed himself
inside me. Moving faster and faster. I wanted
him, all of him. I screamed with the mounting orgasm; my body hadn’t felt so alive. He came into
me, as I did to him, both slowing. He leaned over
and kissed my neck as he reached around me,
pulling me up slowly to sit as we caught our
breaths.
“Where have you been?” I said, stroking his face
and bottom lip.
“I know... Lockdown is going to be fun,” he said,
with a wry grin.
We both looked around us at the broken glass
and china and laughed.
He picked me up under my thighs, I clasped my
hands around his neck and cradled myself into
him.
We continued to love each other over and over
and we quickly got to know each other again. Re
finding, not only what we had physically together,
but learning about each other and enjoying each
other’s company again.
Lockdown had unraveled us from our busy lives.
A life that had slowly and sneakily pushed us
apart.
***
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by Colin Johnson

Nice of you to come, mate. Thanks.

him a decent tip.

It started when we was on holiday – Malaga –
nice place, plenty of sunshine, even in October.
Yeah, we got back just before this new lockdown. Started while we was there. I could see
okay most of the time – the hotel pool, people in
the bar, the bar staff. I could still read the labels
on the bottles lined up at the back. So at first, I
just rubbed me eyes a bit, and had another beer.
Don’t worry, I said to myself. Relax. Unwind.

Coming home, it was worse. When we
checked in at the airport, I was all ready with the
passports, put them down on the desk. Thought
the girl must’ve gone to get something. It seemed
like there was no one there, then she asked me to
put a bag on the belt. That threw me, I can tell
you. I felt a real wally, waiting to be asked to do
that, then looking round to see who had spoken,
before I picked up the bag. My face went all hot,
then, and it wasn’t the sunburn.

Hard to unwind though, if you can’t take it all
in – the people swimming, the girls in their bikinis. The women laughing together underneath a
sunshade.

Well, I didn’t tell Barbara, did I?. No need to
worry her, not then. But I could tell it was gettin’
worse. Even she was gettin’ a bit fuzzy.

Don’t get me wrong, I was still enjoying
sitting by the pool. It was just the people – well, it
was odd.

On the way home, I couldn’t hardly see the
cabin crew. There was just a grey blur where their
faces and shoulders should’ve been. Makes you
wonder, something like that, what’s going on.

Not a lot of staff in the hotel. Couldn’t figure
it out, the room was done each morning, nice as
you like, but I never saw a cleaner. Same in the
restaurant, hardly anybody working. The waiter
on our table every night was fine, though – cheerful, always a little joke and a smile. Left
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Couldn’t ask for nothing on the plane, didn’t
have nothing to eat, not even a drink. I just
couldn’t work out how you talk to a voice, when
you can’t see where it’s coming from.
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A couple of days after we got home, we were
sitting watching the news, that’s when I told Barbara. Had to didn't I? She made some comment
about that Emily woman that reads the headlines,
you know, before the specialists come on and explain what's really happened. Barbara said her
neckline was a bit low for the BBC, wasn't it?
She always gets huffy, if I say someone on TV
has a short skirt or a good figure, like I’m not supposed to notice stuff like that. But it's okay for
Barbara to find fault with their necklines.

‘I can't see nothing wrong with it, love,’ I
said. ‘In fact, I can't see her at all.’

none of that stubbly beard some of them have
these days. Seemed to know what's what.
‘Eyes,’ he said, looking right at me, ‘need specialist care. ‘Get to the Eye Hospital quick as you
can, he said.
He sounded like a school teacher talking to a
slow learner. ‘You need to go to the Eye Hospital
now. I'll call you a taxi.’
Well I've been called some funny things in my
life, but I wasn't gonna tell him that. I was holding
onto that chair so hard, my knuckles cracked. I
could feel the plastic cover, cold and sweaty in
my hands.

Well, the shit hit the fan then, didn't it?
– How long’s it been going on?
– Why haven't you told me?
– Could I see her – Barbara?
To tell the truth, mate, her face was all
blurred out, but her outline was clear, so I
blagged it a bit. Told her I could see her okay, but
I'd still go down to the optician next day.
‘You really need to get there now,’ the doc
said again.
At the hospital, everything happened real fast.
Lights in the eyes. Up to the ward. Scan. Fancier
scan. All this Corona virus going on, and they
were giving me the red carpet treatment.

Well, they put me straight. Loss of sight,
that's an emergency.
Barbara was out, of course. Coffee with
friends, as usual, every Tuesday morning. God
knows what they find to talk about, week after
week. Thought I'd better not drive, not with eye
problems, so I walked round to the doctor’s and
explained to the receptionist – or to the grey
cloud floating there, where I knew she was sitting.
Then I waited for an emergency appointment
with the GP registrar. Nice chap, sharp dresser,
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When they’d done all the tests, the consultant herself come to see me. The nurse had just
brought a plate of macaroni cheese for my tea.
Smelt good, too, but now it was going cold. The
grey cloud was telling me what they’d found. My
eyes were okay, the problem was in my brain.
Some fancy name, she gave it. Agynopsia, I think
she said.
There’s me, shit-scared I’m going blind, and
she’s giving me some medical bullshit, and saying
it’s all in my head. If I could’ve seen her face, I
might have had a better chance of working out
what was going on.
Calm voice, she had, though. Firm.
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She told me how your brain has like a screen
on each side, at the back of your head. Pictures
from both eyes go to both screens. Then some
fancy wiring matches them up – so you can see 3D. Complicated, ain't it? Well in my brain, they'd
found this “abnormal activity” next to my right
ear. She reckoned it was sending out signals that
spoiled the pictures.
By now I was in a right state, I can tell you.
The old ticker took off like Usain Bolt on speed. I
started with the heavy breathing. Then I was
smacking the side of my head, hard, with my
hand.
‘Please don’t do that,’ she said, ‘it won't
help.’ And she took a hold of my wrist. I saw her
hand before it went blurry – I hadn’t realised ‘til
then, she was Indian or something. Sounded English, see?

So, like she explained, the only treatment is
surgery. On my brain. They can't cut out the place
where the interference starts. Too big, too deep
inside.
The way she put it, I've got a choice. I gotta
decide. I can wait, see if things get better. Or I
can let them try and fix it.
What’s that, mate? Yeah, they can try, she
said. No guarantees.
They can cut the wiring that crosses over, left
to right and right to left. That way, she says, one
eye, one screen. The other eye, the other screen.
Or I can wait and see, maybe try some tablets. It might get better. She didn’t sound hopeful,
I reckon they’re as much in the dark as me.

Yeah, I can see you’ve got that. Makes you
think, though, don’t it? The world’d be a funny
old place without any women. If you’d asked me
a month ago, how’d I feel if I never saw Barbara
again, well, I might have laughed, and taken a
shot at that, y’know. But not now. Now I seen her
turn into a grey cloud – well, it ain’t right.
Oh, thanks love. Gasping for a cuppa. You got
one for matey here? Lovely stuff, thanks.
Which one was that mate? All I seen was the
cup appears on top of the locker, and heard the
footsteps. Couldn’t tell you if it were the cleaner
or the ward sister.
I'd like to know what that doc was thinking, you
know, when she told me – but I couldn't see her
face could I? It's a fifty-fifty chance, she says. Depends which screen my brain decides to look at.
It’ll make a quick choice, then it’ll stick to that
side, always.
One side normal. The other side all these
grey blanks.
‘Think about it,’ she said. ‘I’ll come back tomorrow.’
I tried to talk it over with Barbara. She sounded like she had tears in her eyes. I couldn't see.
Dunno if she was hopeful or afraid. She squeezed
my hand, but the rest of her was a blur.
Well, thanks for coming, mate. It’s been good to
talk to you. No, don’t say no more. It’s up to me. I
gotta decide. I can wait and see, it might get
better. If I go for it, it's fifty-fifty. Cure or permanent.
***

Sounds simple, don’t it? But it ain’t.
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Paintings in egg tempera III
by Anne Hill, based on sculptures created by Rob Hammond Hughes
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Bios
Suzanne Burn graduated from the Open University in 2018, with a BA in English Literature and Creative Writing.
She is currently studying towards an MA in Creative Writing.
Instagram: @experimentalpoetryshorts
Rukhsana Choudhry is finding her way around in the Universe of Visuals. She loves photography, photoshop and
Philosophy.
David Clancy is a creative nonfiction writer working in Edinburgh, Scotland but originally from Dublin, Ireland. He
recently completed an MA in Creative Writing (CNF) with the OU, for which he received a Distinction and is currently working on an essay collection.
Twitter: @davecwrites.
Beck Collett lives in South Wales with her husband, 8-year-old daughter, and moustachioed cat. She writes Flash
Fiction, Novella-in-Flash, and short stories, and graduated from the Open University with an MA in Creative Writing
in 2020.
Sue Davnall writes short story fiction and playscripts for her local theatre group, with whom she also acts and directs. She has recently completed a Masters in Creative Writing with the Open University. A retired civil servant,
Sue lives in Kent with her husband Rick and has three grown-up children.
Rosie Elwood is an emerging contemporary artist, concerned with found objects and storytelling. Increasingly, I am
interested in exploring the boundaries between body and object.
Instagram: @rosieelwoodjewellery - website: www.rosieelwoodjewellery.co.uk
Fitzblocksberg Illustrations is a project created by Sarah Armstrong.
Website: www.Fitzblocksberg.com
Instagram: fitzblocksberg
Michelle Gilmour is a girl with a passion for writing. Seeking to find writer friends.
Twitter: @MichelleGilmou8
Toby Goodwin is studying towards a Masters in Creative Writing at Glasgow University.
Facebook: TobyGoodwinWritesStuff
GS worked as a health care professional before becoming a full-time mum. She likes to write stories about romance
and relationships that people can connect with.
Ron Hardwick has been writing humorous essays and short fiction for over half-a-century. Married for 48 years, he
has one son and a grandson. His one remaining ambition in life is to see his chartered accountant-turned-private
detective (Mr Lemon) short stories published.
D.H.L Hewa is a writer of fiction and creative non-fiction, with a Masters in Creative Writing. She is currently working on an inter-linked collection of fictional short stories, and travelogues.
Anne Hill completed her Fine Art degree at Wrexham Glyndwr University in Summer last year and the paintings we
had the privilege to publish in Makarelle were included in her degree show.

Bios
Colin Johnson is a writer based in the New Forest. Information about his publications is here: https://
lymingtonwriters.wordpress.com/about/colin-johnson/
Twitter: @ColinJnsnWrtr

Sally Kidd is an author living in Hampshire, inspired by its beautiful countryside and the sea. She has written all her
life and recently decided to study writing formally with the OU. When not writing she enjoys long walks and baking,
the results of which mean she needs another long walk!
Ben Lisle lives in Cardiff with his long-term partner and enjoys writing short stories in his spare time.
Beth McDonough’s poetry appears in Magma, Causeway, Gutter and elsewhere; she reviews in DURA. Her pamphlet Lamping for pickled fish is published by 4Word.

Helena Nwaokolo lives on the Essex coast in a small town with a strong creative vibe. As a (quite) mature student
she gained an MA in Creative Writing some years ago. She has three adult children and four rumbustious grandsons one of whom has already had a poem published at age 8 years.
Caoimhe O'Flynn is a final year undergraduate student of Arts with Creative Writing at NUI Galway, Ireland. The
magazine theme allowed her to engage with experimental personal non-fiction writing.
Twitter: @caoimheoflynn12
Alastair Simmons lives on the NE Scottish coast and tries to spend his time: gardening, cooking and writing. He
writes mainly poetry.
Ken Smith is a writer of musings, miniatures and memoires and is based in Colchester. He is a Writers' Forum prize
winner and contributed to the Patrician Press "My Europe" anthology and to the Arts Council "Essex Belongs to Us"
project.
Email: ken.smith59@btinternet.com - Twitter@CleancoachKen
Gerry Stewart is a poet, creative writing tutor and editor based in Finland. Her poetry collection Post-Holiday Blues
was published by Flambard Press, UK. Totems is to be published by Hedgehog Poetry Press in 2021.
Blog: http://thistlewren.blogspot.fi/ - Twitter: @grimalkingerry
Alan Thoburn is a photographer and lecturer and is currently studying an MA in Creative Practice at Newcastle College.
Clair Tierney is an emerging poet, singer songwriter and teacher. Themes in her writing include children and
motherhood, the natural environment, and giving voice to forgotten women in history.
Website: clairtierneymusic.co.uk
Nadxhieli Urquiza-Haas is a researcher and academic. She studied Journalism, Politics and Law, and as a result,
writes in many voices, but is most comfortable with creative non-fiction and prose poetry.
Twitter @UrquizaNayeli - Instagram: @nadxielibodhichitta
Louise Wilford published poems and stories. She has won First Prize in the Arts Quarterly Short Story Competition
2020 and the MereFest Literary Festival Poetry Competition 2020. In 2020 she earned an MA in Creative Writing
(distinction) She is currently working on a fantasy novel for children.
Blog: https://louviewsnewscues.blogspot.com/

Meet the Editors
Dini Armstrong
Dini Armstrong, now Scottish, worked as a journalist and
psychologist but has written since she was four years old.
Armed with an MA in Creative Writing, Dini has published
short stories, flash fiction and non fiction and published
audio versions of her stories for the Scottish Book Trust.
She is currently looking for a home for her first novel.
www.DiniArmstrong.com
Photo credit: Vera Cloe Zebrowska

Jane Langan
Jane Langan has work published online, in magazines and in an
anthology. She has had a varied career from stand-up comedian
to people manager. She has an MA in Creative Writing and is
currently editing her novel whilst being Mum to teenagers, taking
photos, knitting, tap dancing and telling the cat to ‘get off that!’
http://howilikemycoffee.blogspot.com/

Ruth Loten
Ruth’s first writing memory is of her writer’s badge in Brownies but
her MA in Creative Writing probably trumps that.
Usually found in her study mainlining coffee and frantically pinning
editorial notes onto a noticeboard,
her first novel for adults is out in the wild seeking an agent.
https://www.reloten.com
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“So long, and thanks for all the fish!”

It seems fitting to end as we started, with a Douglas human? It is a call to arms to all the creatives in the
Adams quote. These words feel like an appropriate world.
end to our first issue with the theme of Coming UnThe key workers have done an outstanding
ravelled.
job of keeping our physical needs met; our health,
This message is from the dolphins at the end feeding our bodies, getting us to work. But it is the
of the classic, The Hitchhikers Guide to The Galaxy creatives who have supported our mental health,
(and later a title for another of Adams’ books).
putting out great TV, (I’m thinking of our favourites:
What the humans don’t realise in the story, is that Queens Gambit, The Crown, Bridgerton, Ghosts, The
the dolphins have saved them all by moving them to Umbrella Academy, The Boys, Normal People, and I
a parallel universe. Ah, if only. I think our dolphins
May Destroy You), encouraging us to do art, Grayneed to try harder, either that or we have done
son Perry’s Art Club is fantastic, (whether we have
something to upset them (plastic in the oceans…
picked up a paint brush or not) and theatres streammaybe?).
ing plays, so we get that theatre fix.
Nonetheless we are here, and not just surviving, but thriving. Putting this magazine together
has shown us that humanity shines in its creativity.
Our writers and artists in this issue have made us
laugh, cry and think. Isn’t that what makes us

We creatives have risen to the challenge and
smashed it.
We hope you have enjoyed your visit. Please
come again - and help us spread the word!

Jane, Ruth and Dini

Our summer issue will be available on 16th July 2021.
We will reveal the theme and
accept submissions from 21st May to 11th June 2021.
Check www.makarelle.com for updates.
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